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SPLASHDOWN SUCCESSFUL
Whole Panel On
Service Module
Reported Missing

Nine Calloway Dairy Farmers
Cited By Kentucky Association

Nine dairy farmers in Cabo- ray, 46.7 Holstein cows, 12,568
way County have been cited by milk, 3.6%, 456 butterfat.
the Kentucky Artificial Breed- In special recognition of these
+ins Association for superior ac- high production records, these
complishment in dairy herd pro- men were recently presented
duction. Four of these dairy with framed Certificates of
farmers qualified for the KABA Achievement by J. C. Kemp of
500 Club by producing an aver- Murray, technician for the Marage of more than 500 pounds of shall-Calloway Artificial Breedbutterfat per CJW during the Mg Cooperative, an affiliate of
12 months ending September KABA.
30. 1969. They are:
Farmers whe qualify for this
award are members of the KenW. D. McCuiston, Murray, tucky Artificial Breeding Assoc43.0 Holstein cows, 15,474 milk, iation and have more than 50%
3.6%, 563 butterfat; Charles B of their cows KABA sired. The
Starks, Murray,. 58.4 Holstein statewide association, composed
cows, 14,198 milk, 3.8%, 640 of 53 local cooperatives and
butterfat; Max Oliver, Kirksey, more than 30,000 members, has
52.5 Holstein cows, 13,723 milk, bred over 1,785,000 cows since
3.8%, 535 butterfat; Murray It was organized in 1946. With
Officers of the Kirksey Adeft Fanner Class are
State University, 69.1 Jersey strong emphasis on herd impictured with officials of the Peonies
Bank at the dinner for the members and wives held
cows, 10,464 milk, 5.0%, 530 provement through the use of
Thursday evening at Captain's Kitchen.
Left to right, Frank Montgomery, vke-president, Ray
butterfat.
proven sires, and allied good
Brownfield and Harvey Ellis, bank
officials, Clinton Burdett*, secretary-treasurer, and Lubie Parrish,
president.
Five of these dairy farmers farming practices, the organisaqualified for the KABA 450 tion has contributed materially
Club by producing an average to Kentucky's steady improveof more than 450 pounds of but- ment in milk and beef productterfat per cow during the 12 ion in recent years.
months ending September 30,
1969. They are:
Thomas H. Palmer, Kirksey,
A two car collision occurred
Thursday at 10:05 a. m. on the 30.1 cows, 12,253 milk, 4.0%,
Big K parking lot in the Bel 496 butterfat; Perry Harrison,
Air Shopping Center, accord- Murray, 24.7 Jersey cows, 9,041
Members of the Kiricsey Adult
ing to the reports filed by the milk, 5.2%, 474 butterfat; Paul
Farmer Class and guests were
investigating officers of the Blalock and Otley White, MurHeard a story the other day honored witth a dinner at the
Murray Police Department. No ray, 102.1 Jersey cows, 9,202
The Delmar Jones family lost
about a fellow who was driving Captain's Kitchen sponsored by
milk, 5.1%, 471 butterfat; Wilinjuries were reported.
their home and contents by fire
a brand new Cadillac down the the Peoples Bank on Thursday
liam
E. Hendon, Murray: 55.2
Cars involved were a 1968
on Tuesday morning. Their
bighwap-mplass he seem a fellow evenba&
Chevrolet two door hardtop dri- J*
hoessed oil Highway
e°"1.16 Y67 al. Nas4,,,rove,
r
butterfat;
4 *"
Irn !stat er,
Lubie Parrish, president, pre. ven by Velma Brown Harris
riding a bicycle. He stops and
East near Brown's Grocery
of
offers the fellow a ride and skied at the meeting and ex. Farmington Route One, and a
Persons desiring to donate
tells him to put his bicycle in pressed appreciation to the bank 196.5 Ford two door hardtop driclothing, food, linens, pots, pan
the back seat. Fellow starts to for sponsoring the dinner for ven by Patsy Arnett of Murray
and dishes are to take them
but when he sees the clean in- the class. W. H. Brooks, class Route One.
to 112 Sycamore Street or to
terior of the car declines say- teacher, made appropriate rePolice said the Harris car
the Willard Jones home on
ing he does not want to get the marks concerning the class.
was starting into the lane of
Murray Route Three. The famOfficers
elected
for
the
com- traffic headed south and the
car dirty.
ily does not need any furniture.
ing year were Parrish, presi- Arnett car was going east on
Sizes for Delmar are 94 or
L J. Hendon of 228 South
dent,
Frank
Montgomery, vice- the lot when the cars collided, 15th Street, Murray,
Wall, put the bicycle in the
is listed in 10 shoes, 30-30 pants, and 144
trunk then, the man says. He president, and Clinton Burchett, according to the police report. fair condition this morning by or 15 shirst, for his wife, ShirDamage to the Harris car was officials of the Murray-Calloway ley, she wears a size 74 shoe
opens the trunk and the fellow seicretary-treasurer.
Special gifts were presented, on the right front fender and County Hospital.
and seven junior dress, and for
looks at the clean interior of
their daughter, Shan Marie, a
the trunk and says the same to both the men and the wos to the Arnett car on the left
Hendon, age 36, was in in- size one dress and size three
thing. The trunk is too clean'men by the Peeples Bank offic- front fender.
jured in a motorcycle accident shoes.
to get dirtied up by his bicycle ials, Ray Brownfield and Harvey Ellis, who both made reabout midnight at the intersec-For further information call
tion of the Concord Highway 753-9451 or 474-2262.
OK says the man, why not get marks concerning their interest
in
the
class.
and the old Murray-Paris Road.
that length of rope out of the
Class members and guests
He was brought to the hospital
trunk, tie it to your bicycle and
SIX CITED
by a Blalock-Coleman ambulUnited Sr... Interwation•I
I'll just pull you down the high- present were Clinton Burchett
ance.
way. This sounded good to the and daughter, Becky, Frank
Six persons were cited by the
Hospital officials said he was Murray Police
bicycle rider who was getting Montgomery and sister, Miss
Department yesErin
Kentucky:
Montgomery,
Considerable
Mr.
clouand
suffering
Mrs.
from
a
fracture of one terday and last night. They
tired anyway, so he tied one
-were
James
diness
W.
and
Brandon,
mild
through
Mr.
Saturand
of
Mrs.
his
left
ribs, multiple abra- four for speeding, one
end of the rope testhe'Cadillac
for pubday
with
scattered
Edward
showers
Collins,
and
and
Mr.
Mrs.
sions
and contusions, and an lic drunkenness,
and the other end to his bicycle.
and one for-disHere's a horn, says the man, if John Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. thundershowers most numerous injury to his shoulder.
regarding a stop sign.
west
half.
Highs
today mainly in
I go too fast just honk this 011ie Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Jewell
horn. With this setup, they Mallon, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell 70s. Lows tonight mid 40s to
cruise down the highway, with Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. Lubie mid 50s.,
the bicycle being pulled along. Pan-is, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. MelExtended weather outlook fol.
A small car comes up to pass vin Young. Mark Cunningham
and Boyd Norsworthy were un- Kentucky Sunday through Tues(Continued on Page Twelve) able to attend.
day:
Rain likely Sunday night and
Others present were Ray
Brownfield, Mr. and Mrs. Har- east half Monday. No important
vey Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. changes in temperature Sunday
liturkeen, and Mr. and Mrs_ W. through Tuesday. Highs in the
H. Brooks,
upper 80s and low 70s Lows 403
and low 50s.

Seen&Heard Class Of Kirksey Two Cat Collision
Adult Farmers
Own On Tim°
Around
Honored Here
Murray

By VERN HAUGLAND
ABOARD IWO JIMA (UPI)-

James Lot ell

Items For Family Who
Lost Home By Fire
Now Being Received

Irredlkisioa

L. 1. Hendon Is
Reported Injured

Bowling Association
To Meet On Tuesday

WEATHER REPORT

Bill Britton Is
Named Officer In
Association Group

Johnnie Lewis Lane
Now Serving With
was
Murray
Britton
of
Bill
elected second vice-president of Amy In Germany

the West Kentucky Funeral
FP/ 4.Johnnie Lewis Lane, son
Directorbe Association at t h
of Mr. and Mrs. John Lane of
group'sW44th annual meeting Vine Street, Murray,
arrived in
held at the Continental Inn, Pa- Frankfurt, Germany, Monday,
ducah, on Thursday.
April 6. He left from Fort Dix,
Britton is associated with the New Jersey after spending
a 30
Home
Funeral
Churchill
J. H.
day leave with his family..
formerly
from
of Murray. He is
SP/4 Lane entered the army
Paducah before coming to Mur- in August 1969 and
took his during this construction year,
ray four years ago. He served basie training at Fort
Jackson, Highway Commissioner Eugene
as sergeant-at-arms for the South Carolina. He was station- Goss announced, today.
West Kentucky group last year. ed at Fort Gordon,
The road will be resurfaced
Georgia in
Other officers named were Die school brigade
when he re- for 1.9 miles from a point seFarris Boyd, Salem, president; ceived his 30
ven miles east of Murray, and
day leave.
Wilbur Hunt, Marion, first vice4.7 miles south east of New
Johnson,
president;
Harvey
Hope Church to the Tennessee
secretary-treasurer;
Reidland,
State Line, a distance of 5.7
Jess Collier, Benton, Tommy
miles.
Madisonville, Eugene
Craft,
Phillip
Eddyville,
Denney,
Smith, Smithland, Neal Tolbert,
Cohen Stubblefield is now a
Benton, and Bill Jones, LaCen- patient at the Murray-Calloway
ter, directors.
County Hospital after being
George Tucker, Central City, transferred from the Baptist
John D. Calhoon is ow rewas reelected to the Kentucky Memorial Hospital, Memphis, cuperating at his home on HaFuneral Directors Burial Assoc- Tenn.zel Route Two after undergoing
iation.
Stubblefield, former sheriff surgery at the University of
Some liO• persons _including
--Cattoway- =tetenty: -- witFred Erschell, Covington, state brought to Murray on Wednes.
•
president. attended the business daj bj a Blalock-Coleman amlie is reported to be doiag
_
iemlon__and banquet.
bulance.
_.
*MT--

New Concord Road
To Be Resurfaced

Cohen Stiiilefield
Now At local Hospital

John D. Calhoon Now
Recuperating At Nome

irthraari
ington.

V_

John Snigert

Annual Midyear Moose
Conference To Be Held
In Mufray Next Weekend

Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 357.0,
up 0.1; below dam 316.3, down
82, no gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m 357.0, up
The Kentucky Moose Associa0.1; below dam 321.0, down 3.5.
tion will hold its annual MidSunrise 5:20; sunset 6:33.
year Conference in Murray on
Moon aet 3.26 a. m.
April 24-26, according to Loyal
Order of Moose publicity director, James M. Rawlings
The conference will open rin
Friday, April 24 with member
registration at the Moose Home
Portions of KY 121 in Callo- on North 18th Street
Andrew A. Ernst, president of
way County will be resurfaced

1*-

J. Oscar Clem

Discharge Permit
Sought By Resort

Apollo 13's astronauts splashed
safely in the South Pacific t
day, winning a dramatic fourday struggle to overcome AmerApplication has been made
ica's worst space emergency.
to the Nashville District, Corps
John
L
Lovell,
James A.
of Engineers for a permit to
Swigert and Fred W. llaise
construct an effluent discharge
made it home in their command
line on Sugar Creek, near Murmodule Odyssey after discard
ray. The permit is sought by
ing its ruptured service sectio
the Irvin Cobb Resort.
and the lunar module Aquarius
The six-inch line would have
that saved their lives around
an elevation of 353, which is
the moon a quarter of a million
six feet below the normal pool
miles sway.
elevation of 359 on Kentucky
The astronauts for the first
Lake. The proposed installation
time got a look at the service
has been approved by the Kenmodule that had caused all their
tucky Department of Health,
troubles and Lovell reported:
Water Pollution Control Com"There's one whole side of
mission. Controls require that
the spacecraft missing. The
all effluents be chlorinated bewhole panel is blown out."
fore discharge into the lake.
Apollo 13's splashdown cliDetermination as to whether
maxed an unprecedented drama such
permits are issued are basin space that resulted from the ed
on an evaluation of relevant
first failure in the nation's
factors, including the effect of
moon exploration program. The
the proposed facility on navionly scientific success from the
gation, fish and wlidlife, con1 $375 million mission was the
servation, pollution and general
crash of a spent rocket on the
public interest.
moon
Written statesnents received
Flight Plan Radioed
*the distsiet engineer by Way
A revise& night plan
will *crane a part of the reradioed the Apollo 13 crewmen
Thursday night, and Flight Dir- cord and will be considered in
ector Gerald Griffin said "From deciding whether the permit
here on, it's men and equip- will be granted.
ment performing. I think we'll
make it."
Ten hours before re-entry, the;
astronauts reported the spacecraft was so cold that it was
hard to sleep. Ground controlThe Murray Women's Bowllers urged them to try anyway
ing Association will meet at Corso they would be rested for the
vette Lanes on Tuesday, April
critical return.
21, at 7:30 p. m.
"Well, we'll take it easy and
New officers will be elected.
we'll try to sleep, but it's just All
members of the city assocawful cold," 'replied Swigert iation,
especially the executive
.o
,,f us have the same pro board
members, are urged to
blem It's just too cold tp attend.
sleep
Current officers are Mrs. Ona
Before reaching the top frin- Birdsong,
president, and Mrs.
ges of earth's atmosphere at Pat
Scott, secretary.
12:45 p.m. the three pilots had
to make a final, minor steering
correction to refine their path
down the re-entry corridor, jettison their ruptured service mo.adule and then finally discar
the lunar module LM that sayRevival services are now in
ed their lives when an explos- progress at the United
Penteion ripped the aft section of zostal Church at New
Concord.
the command ship 205,000 miles rhey will conclude
on April 24.
from home Monday night.
Rev. Joseph Campbell is the
Eager To Get Home
evaneglist and Rev. Ellis G
"Once the LM has blown a- Campbell is the pastor,
way at one hour prior to reentry the emergency is essentNOW YOU KNOW
ially over," said astroneut Alan
The largest and deepest
L. Bean, veteran of the successful Apollo 12 moon landing ocean in the world is the Pasific, whose 63,986,000 square
mission, Thursday night.
miles of basin drops to a depth
The three astroriants were
of 36,198 -fret off the Philip(Continued on Page Twelve) pines.

the local Organizatibn from Lou- of both Districts two and fiie
isville, will preside over all of of the Illinois Moose Associatthe business sessions which will ion and five and a half years as
be held at the Holiday Inn on state director of publicity. He
641 South.
is a member of the 50 Division
George Hodge of 1616 Ryan of the 25 Club.
Avenue is General Chairman The Pilgrim Degree of Merit,
the Order's highest degree, was
for the conference.
Rawlings will represent the conferred on Rawlings in 1961
Supreme Lodge at the confer- for his service to the fraternity.
ence and J. Oscar Clem, Reg,
tonal Director, will also be in ‘Continued on Pap" Twelve)
attendance.
Serving as the official visitor
for the Women of the Moose
to the women's conference will
be Ardella Purcell, Deputy
Grand. Regent, of Louisville.
Rawlings became affiliated
with the Moose in January of
1951 when he joined Elgin, Ill.
Lodge No. 799. He served as
prelate and was junior governor
when he resigned to move to
Kewanee, Ill. Ile served a year
as governor of the Kewanee
lodge and three and a half years
as secretary before assuming
his preseni position at Mooseheart on October 1, _1958.
Bawling* terVed-lis pommy
chairman and started lodge publications at both lodges Ile al50 served as publicity -chairman

Revival Services At
Pentecostal Church

APOLLO 14 being next if fits ioninianiler Alan Sh-p;
ril
intbni4: interest
rilth Apollo IT
ts-,117,-os progress at Nti
:tint rid
in Itiiii-ton lex Sherif,' wa, Ano ii,.
fir,t rr,;.n ict
Like, tins logif ;illy
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On Dean's List
Sets Precedent
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pat
Nixon, who graduated with
honors from the University of MARDID (UPI)— A Spanish
Southern California, said Wed- civil court ruled Wednesday the
nesday she expects her daugh- publication of pictures in a
ter Julie Eisenhower to gra- magazine of women wearing
duate with honors from Smith bikinis is not cause to seize a
magazine.
College next month.
The First Lady told newswomen that the young Mrs. David
According to the court the
Eiseahower has been on the
dean's list most of her college magazine "El - Pito" (The
Whistle) was ordered seized
career.
March
20, 1968, by the
Information Ministry because it
Request Labels
published several pictures of
women wearing bikinis.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — FiftyThe editor of The Whistle was
two congressmen asked the fined $243.
The court set a precedent in
House Wednesday to require
that each package of perishable Cpanish justice when it said
food on grocers' shelves be that the bikinis are formal
labeled with the final calendar attire of women at beaches and
pools and can be seen in films.
date it can safely be sold.
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Preparedness Pays Off
000000

The accident in space and the cool precisi
on
with which the astronauts and ground control
lers
acted to get the crippled Apollo 13 headed
back
for earth is a tribute to the rigid prepar
edness

TONIGHT*
and Saturday
•
•
•
•

program that is such an intergral part
of the
space effort.

•

•
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The decisions made after an explosion thkt
almost wrecked the craft and destroyed much
of
its fuel, was not a decision made on
the spot. ft
was made weeks and probably months
ago.
Astronauts and controllers went
through the
rehearsed routines to be followed in
case of an
emergency, and it has paid divi&nds.
Thus far

. ROOK

3000
6.000
02
.
1
C,0

at least.

two

•
00

* SUN. - MON...TUES.-. WEDn4988
)00

Veteran moon flyer James A: Lovell
and his
rookie crewmen, John L. Swigert and
Fred

MIRISCH PICTURES ',teems

0

W. Haise, are still a king way from home
and
there is yet concern regarding their safe
re-entry,
and pickup in the Pacific ocean Friday
. It is the

8
trL.

trickiest and most dangerous situation
yet faced
by our space explorers, and everyo
ne will

_

breathe easier when they are safely home.
The disappointment at the failure of the
nation's third moon landing mission
which ,cost

$375

million,

has

been

shoved

into

Cal Alley In the Commercial Appeal

Let her be a virgin
In white and lace
And let it be known
Clean to the Gulf of Mexico.
by Thomas 0. Perkins

know

.t

is dead and those in the
newspaper profession and his millions of reader
s
feel a tval sense of loss. The distinguished White
House correspondent for
United
Press
International was found dead in ,„his home
in
Washington Monday.
Known to his colleagues as "Smitty",
Merriman Smith was the one who usually ended
presidential news conferences with,"Than
k you,
Mr. President." He was not only a gifted writer
but was a talented speaker as well.

Myriad Small Marvel
This is about the burgeoning of
growth in the
spring. Let readers not turn away
in haste,
however: they will be spared
further - lofty
generalization.

Mameries
They were not noted for their material wealth,
Neither did they walk through the halls of fame.
They were lust a simple God fearing couple
Who toiled through sunshine as well as rain.
He tilled a small rugged farm
With the aid of a team and a steel beam plow;
Thus providing for his family
By the toil of his hands and the sweat of his
brow.
She did the family washing
And dipped the water from a distant -spring.
"Shall we gather at the river,"
As she scrubbed she was heard to sing.
When her day of toil was ended
And the children were tucked in bed,
She knelt by their bedside
And there a prayer she said.
The old family house now vacant stands
All is quiet lonely and still;
llut the life they led to me still lives
And I know in memory it always will.
Please forgive me if I have sounded sentimental
or sad;
That old fashioned lady was my mother.
The m1in who tilled that farm was my God fearing
dad.
by Otis Lovins
Lovely Lady Of Kentucky
. (Kentucky Lake) '
Lady of KentuCky
Pride of her husbands
Whoes lovers wander
Clean to the Gulf of Mexico.
Look in the mirror
Classy miss — with
Delicate slender fingers
Clean to the Gulf of Mexico.

We narrow the subject down
to one very
particular small marvel—a leaf at
the moment
when it begins pushing out of the
bud. Is there,
anywhere in all the wide world,
a more perfect
and promising bit of life than
this—this tipy,
neat, tightly compassed forerunner
of the green
palm that will presently lift toward
the sun?
This is the season for peerin
g at new

Vagrant lady never satisfied
Lingers a moment — and
Stirs herself and goes
Clean to the Gulf of Mexico.

leaves.—Union City Daily Messenger

Hills have veins
And give
She pumps their blood
Clean to the Gulf of Mexico.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Emma Bell Dowdy, age 85 Robert
Alien Miller, age 75, Horace McKenzie, age 48, and William
Collins, age 64.
Dr . and Mrs. Thomas G. Parker and children, Craig and
Patricia, of Louisville were here over the weekend. Dr. Parker
will be associated with the Butterworth Clinic here in July after
xis internship Is completed.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. McLemore, Jr., of Akron, Ohio, are the
parents of a baby girl, Cynthia Sue, boils today.
Dr. and Mrs. Hollis Johnson and children of Louisville have been
the guests °ibis sister, Mrs. Charles Clark, Dr. Clark and hildren.

20 Years 4.Ago Today
TIMES FILE

The Locust Grove Baptist Church was destroyed by fire early
:esterday morning. The building was over 100 years old.
Dr. Herbert Halpert of Murray State College has been awarded
Illuggenheim Memorial Foundation fellowship. He is head of the
aod Literature -Depattment of Murray State College.
Boulevard residents are proud of the shrubbery that they
'Olive'

^

Let her be free
Clean to the Gulf of Mexico.

background due to the perilous situati
on of the
three astronauts. The important thing
is to get
the men back, and Pt is comforting
to
that
everyone connected with the missio
n seems to
know just what to do and when to
do it when
confronted with such an emergency.
It is indeed
a tribute to the rigid planning and prepar
edness
routines practiced in the space program.

Merriman Smith

PAMAVISION.TECHNICOLOR'ii
te-evieased trim _

Molted &hits

the

Merriman Smith,

"BEST
PICTURE!"
Winner of
10 Academy
Awards!

Kentucky's fame
Life and love
Flows through her
Clean to the Gulf of Mexico.
Her lovers care
Dare not spoil her

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Dad wad Inflation
Dad said its too dry to worry about inflation.
Dad isn't too
bright and doesn't get excited about much.
He said that most
folks were just looking for trouble when they
worried about Inflation. Dad said, after all, inflation was just
a big word that
took a lot of air to push. He said, that inflation was
what you
used on flat tires. And I thought that the subject was
getting on
my level, so I added that inflation was what you did to
balloons,
and air mattresses, and if you were going swimmin
g, water
horses. After all, when you look at it right, playing
and swimming, and outside sleeping would be just plain hard without
inflation. Dad patted me on the head and said that I was
just like
a
him, a great thinker.
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... and
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.0
0
)0
Since we had settled the inflation problem, dad was
feel)0
ing real good, so he starts-talking about his last year's
)0
income.
)0
Now, dad is a tooth pick whittler for the biggest restaura
)0
nt In
town, so he has a secure job. He's good at it too. Best tooth
DO
pick
:70
whittler in the'Whole county. He's so good at It, that they
2
paid
him $6800.00, last year. That's the most he has ever made.
In
fact, that's the most that anyone in his whole family
has ever
made. Great great great granddad didn't make that much
in his -`.
whole life, all put together. Dad said that he had been so success_ful the past year, that he had paid the rent, paid the
insurance,
PALOMAR PkTURFS INTEKNATIONAL
bought some new overalls, and even got mom's hair curled.
Then
ng Of
PRE5EN1N
a most wonderful thought hit me so hard that it came
risk
out
Dad I asked, did that $6800.00, include the $1000.00, yea
borrowed to buy food? Dad's whole face lit up, by gellyvi
o, I guess
Bright Water
it didn't. Dads a real success because he had a r00.00,
income
last year alone.
TKitimc,e1,0""
crc
I'm little, but Pm good -et adding and Kilning thing, out.
Adolf* 151- Chiidren .75
, by Bob Little

gi

000000000000:9
650000

By VITO STE1
UPI Sports W

Don Gull* won
major league garm
night and the Cinc
think it's going to
long time before h
last one.
"Twenty years trot
be nice to say I was
he won the first o
Manager Sparky Ant
after Gulled was I
pitcher in a 12-2 rou
Angeles Dodgers.
Gulled was rush(
game
when
Jim
ruptured an Achill
while running out a
in the third inning
be placed on the di:
Gulled, who entered
with the Reds tr:
blanked the Dodger:
hits the next five inn
credit for the victor
In the other ea
tsburgh downed the
Chicago edged Philadt
In 10 innings, San I
Atlanta, 5-4, in 10 in
San Francisco downe
11-9, in 10 innings.
Willie Mays, who
have lost his home
last season, rememt
, an opportune time.
a two-run homer in
to tie the game, 9-9

Spoil

By MILTON RICI
UPI Sports Wri

NEW YORK (UPI)
Mazerosld has made
club.
If you have an id
heard that someplac
you're right. You he
years ago for the tirsi
now you're hearing
because eves though
been voted Pittsburgl
test second basemai
time, even though he i
blow which powered th
to their first world (
ship in 35 years
though he owns a h:
different major leagu(
851 Mersrowlit la just
making the team— agal
"I had my doubts *
make it when I went
spring training this y
confesses.
The reason he h:
doubts has to do w:
kind of mysterious mu
In his upper thigi
severely affected one o
two years ago and 1
last year when he s:
bench for most of ft
and it began to 1
curtains.
Went On Nerve
"I don't know how
Mazeroski says al
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ALMANAC
By United Press Internatioeel
Today is'Friday, April 17, the
107th day of 1970 with 258 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full stage.
The morning star is Jupiter.
The evening stars are Macsry, Venus, Mats and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1521 Martin Luther was
excommunicated from the Roman Catholic Church after
refusing to admit charges of
heresy.
la 1917 Sen. William Calder of
Nevi York introduced a bill
calling for daylight savings
time, It was defeated.
In 1961 a force of anti-Castro
Cuban rebels began what was
to end as the ill-fated Bay of
Pigs incident.
In 1964 Mrs. Jerrie Mies 0(
(olurnbus, Ohio became the
first woman to complete a solo
Mat around the world.

Lord, who shall abide in thy tabernacle? who shall dwell in thy
holy hill? He- that walketh uprightly and diorketh righteousness,
A thought for the day:
and speaketh the truth in his heart. — Psalm 15: 14.
Psalm 15 has been called the gentleman's psalm. one who lives American author Oliver Wendell Holmes said, "Age, like
by it will be a true gentleman.
distance, lends double charm."
•
have just set out. The Boulevard Assot iation is to
be commended
honored
for doing something about the eyesore that detracted
so much from
ii()I,LYWOOD (UPI)
the natural beauty of the drive", from the column,
"Seen di Heard .1ge Gobel was named winner
Around Murray".
the annur! -1)ectnev in
A Mal report released today set the number oj
visitorsiat Ken.
av.ard h% the
Perky State Park open house d8 Sunday at more than
6,000.
l'hivago
of
••• tub
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THE LEDGER

Gullett Wins First
Major League Game For Reds
D011

By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer

McCovey, who struck out in his
flrst four tries, hit another tworun homer in the 10th to give
Don Gulleft won his first th e Giants the victory over
major league game Thursday Houston. Mays, who hit only 13
night and the Cincinnati Reds homers last year, now has 601,
think it's going to be a long,
The New York Mets seem to
long time before he wins his be playing like the Mets of olc
last one.
Instead of the world champicu
"Twenty years from now it'll Mets of 1969. They haven't hit x
be nice to say I was there when omer this season and haven't
he won the first one," Reds' ad a pitcher finish a game.
Manager Sparky Anderson said And they made four errors to
after Gullett was the winning elp Pittsburgh beat them.
pitcher in a 12,2 rout of the Los oberto Clemente drove in two
Angeles Dodgers.
tins for the Pirates and Al
Gutlett was rushed into the Liver added a homer.
Jim
game
Maloney
when
Phil Niekro, who was 23-13
ruptured an Achilles tendon ant year for Atlanta, is having
while running out a ground ball is problems this year. He took
in the third inning and had to a 4-1 lead into the eighth when
be placed on the disabled list. Van Kelly and Clarence Gaston
GuIlea, who entered the game singled and Nate Colbert hit a
with the Reds trailing 2-0, three-run homer, his fifth, to tie
blanked the Dodgers on three the game. Pinch-hitter Ivan
hits the next live innings to get Murrell then led off the 10th
credit for the victory.
with a homer to give San Diego
In the other eames.
the win and hand Niekro his
tsburgh downed the Mets, 7-4 third straight loss.
Chicago edged Philadelphia, 6-5,
The Cubs, who are trying to
In 10 innings, San Diego beat forget last year's collapse,
Atlanta, 5-4, in 10 innings and moved above .500 for the first
San Francisco downed Houston,
time by beating Philadelphia ix
'
10 innings Ron Santo doubler
11.9, in 10 innings.
Willie Mays, who seemed to.to open the 10th and Ernie
have lost his home run touch Banks was intentionally walked.
last season remembered it at After Cleo James laid down a
. an opportune time. He slugged bunt single, Randy Hundley
a two-run homer in the eighth singled to decide the game.
to tie the game, 9-9 and Willie

10% OFF REGULAR LOW PRICE
19 & 22 Davis Rotary Mowers
22 Self-Propelled Mower
22 Self-Propelled Electric Star
Briggs & Stratton Motors
WE WILL TRADE FOR
YOUR OLD MOWER

KENTUCKY

Fanning pointed out that
lingame and San Mateo Stakent
Terlago "has been lightly raced
in northern California, then'
this year, because of the strike
sent him south to Fanning for
first and then with races not
Santa Anita.
40..-_-filling."
"I've never trained for Mr..
Agnew before," Fanning said,
He ran once at Golden Gate
been
"but I understand he has
before taking the San Felipe,
buy
trying for quite a while to
then followed that with victory
a good horse. Dick Moon and
in the rich Santa Anita Derby.
Dr. Jerry Moon of the Moon
Now he's Kentucky-bound and
Bloodstock Agency saw Terlago
about to trace the hoofprints of
in a catalogue and recommendlast year's Kentucky Derby
ed him. Mr. Agnew sent Dr.
winner, Majestic Prince.
to
veterinarian,
Moon, who's a
Fanning indicated he is going
New York to check him out, and
to take a page out of that winthey bought him for $220,000 at
ner's book-that is, he will ata Belmont paddock sale Oct!,
tempt to follow the pattern
Before Agnew, a lumber inthat spelled victory for Majesdustrialist from Centralia,
tic Prince in Louisville a year
Wash., bought Terlago he had
ago.
won the World's Playground
"I'm going to talk to John,"
Stakes at Atlantic City for
said Fanning, referring to MaMrs. Wallace Gilroy, whose
jestic Prince's trainer, John
husband bred the Terrang colt
Longden. "I'll ask him when he
in Kentucky. He was second to
shipped out and what program
Hagley in both the Rancocas
he followed. I'd like to follow
and Great AnterieenAt Ake
his routine-. John ran the Prince
East
Anita Derby and in the Stepping Stone at
In Smith's care in California SHOWING HIS SUPERIORITY in the Santa
favorite for the May 2 Churchill Downs and I think
after the purchase, Terlago won thus becoming the Caliente winter book
that would be' just about right
the Burlingame Stakes at six Kentucky Derby was S. J. Agnew's Terlago. Ile is pictured in a for
Terlago."
furlongs in November and the workout at Santa Anita.
one-mile San Mateo on Dec. 6.
Agnew too is ready to
Owner
sixteenth.
a
and
mile
a
at
was
He was out of the money in the Fanning.
"He looks like he'd get a mile go to Kentucky. "I've never
Bay Meadows Juvenile Chain- It was the track condition
in my life,"
Kentucky
to
been
iiir distance that both- and an eighth now," the trainer
pionship at a mile and a six- <Ala
a mile and a quar- he said. "I think this would be
teenth in the mud on Dec. 20 ered Terlago, Fanning said. His noted, "and
a great way to introduce mymonth."
and was shipped that night to Nictory in the recent San Felipe ter in another
.

By JANE GOLDSTEIN
Terlago, California's outstanding Kentucky Derby
prospect, puts one in mind
of the baby bear in "Goldilocks and the Three Bears."
Everything belonging to the
baby bear was "just right" far
Goldilocka, and Terlago's attributes appear to be not too
much this or too little that, but
just right for trainer Jerry
'Fanning.
"Terlago's a good mannered
horse, about 15 hands 3 inches,
950 pounds, and good and
sound," Fanning said from his
headquarters in California. "He
has a good disposition and is a
pretty good doer. He's easy to
train-sometimes a little tough
to gallop but not too tough.
"He's not real nervous, but
he's not too much the other
way, either. The way he runs,
he's got enough speed to stay
out of trouble and still finish
real good."
Fanning, who has never had a
Kentucky Derby horse before,
received Terlago on Dec. 20
last year. Marion Smith, who
handles owner Samuel J. Agnew's breeding operations and
ranch in Washington State, had
saddled Terlago to win the Bur-

'13 ft'
self to that part of the country."
Jockey Bill Shoemaker, who
piloted Swaps, Tozny Lee, and
Lucky Debonair to Kentucky
Derby wins, has ridden Terlago
in all of his starts this year. ,,
He commented, "I think he's ist
as good a 3-year-old horse as
there is in the country. There is
a good chance that I will win
.41
my fourth Derby with him."
-%
Fanning, born in Colorado
Springs, Colo., moved with his
Tex.,
Worth,
family to Fort
when he was nine and was galloping horses on a ranch where
his father worked a year later.
"I was going to be a jockey,
but I outgrew it," he recalled.
After graduation from high
school in 1950, Jerry worked as
a groom for his father, who
was training a stable.
In 1953 he went in the Army
for two years and after discharge went back to the race
track. He has had a trainer's
license since 1958 and formed a
public stable three years ago.
Agnew, a leading Thoroughfired breeder in Washington,
also will be taking his first
shot at the Derby with Terlago.
As a hobby, Agnew raises cow
ponies and rides them himself
in cattle cutting contests at
horse shows.

Murray Blasts
North Marshall

muscle -tear. "All I imow is I
couldn't go through another
year like last year sitting on
the bench."
NEW YORK
Max., the man whose ninthMazerosld has made the ball inning hJmer off Ralph Terry
club.
of the Yankees turned the city
If you have an idea you've.of Pittsburgh upside down 10
It started out like just
heard that someplace before, years ago, was going along on
you're right. You heard it 14 nerves alone last season. He another one of those nightmare
years ago for the first time and appeared in only 6'7 games with evenings in Baltimore for
now you're hearing it again the Pirates, his batting average pitcher Joe Coleman of the
because even though he has shrunk to a washed out .229 and Washington Senators.
been voted Pittsburgh's grea- he was considered finished at
Coleman got off to a
test second baseman of all the ripe old age of 32.
horrendous start by giving up
time, even though he struck the
He wasn't quite sure of that three walks in the first two
blow which powered the Pirates so what he did was go down to Innings But he settled down to
to their first world champion- the Pirates' training camp at give up only one more walk and
ship in 35 years and even Bradenton, Fla., on Jan. 5 and seven hits and added a two-run
though he awns a half dozen give it one more try. It wasn't bloop double in the second
inning to give Washington a 4-2
different major league records the usual one more try.
Bill Meeerosid is lust getting tim
Maserosk1 ran tour tulles victory over the Orioles. Frans
making the team- again.
each day. That only got him Howard got the other Sen2tor
"1 had my doubts whether I'd warmed up. Then he'd go out in runs with a two-run homer, his
make it when I went down to the Gulf of Mexico and swim second of the season, in the
spring training this year," be for about an hour, lying on a third inning.
The California Angels must
confesses.
special kickboard and kicking
The reason he had those both legs to stretch the just get frustrated looking at
the standings, which show they
doubts has to do with some muscles.
When the rest of the lead Minnesota in the Western
kind of mysterious muscle tear
game.
in his upper thigh which Pittsburgh players reported for Division by just a half
severely affected one of his legs spring training, Max hadn't Adding to the frustration is the
two years ago and the other gotten rid of his doubts. They fact that the Angels defeated
last year when he sat on the were still there the second Minnesota, 3-2, Thursday night.
bench for most of the season week of March just before the Jay Johnstone doubled in the
and it began to look like club was due to make a four- tourtb inning to start a threeday exhibition trip to Mexico run rally that knocked Dave
curtains.
City at which point Manager Boswell off the mound. Roger
Went On Nerves
"I don't know how I did it," Danny Murtaugh decided it was Ft epoz Walked and Joe Azcue
Mazerosld says about his a good time for a little talk. beat out a bad hop single 'to
load the bases.
Aurelio Rodriguez bounced a

All Sizes - 5 h.p. and up
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West's Derby Hope Terlago
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CALVERT CITY, Ky.- The
Murray High Tigers blasted
their North Marshall opponents,
Aneriau Lewis
who played host to a 15-0 slaugh
Lau
ter. Thursday.
Baltimore
Boston
David Hughes went the dis5
Detroit
tance for Murray as he pitched
Washington
2
New York
a shutout, allowing only two hits
2
Cleveland
1
Mamma i
West
and two walks. His teammates
West
0 1.000
4
750
3
Minnesota
9
Cincinnati
aided him with a nine-run rally
2 .714
I
California
4
5 -345
San Francisco
4 .421
3
5 .503
Kansas City
5
Atlanta
in the sixth inning.
4 .429
3
Oakland
5 .500
5
San Diego
S 375
3
A
6 .100
Murray collected 15 hits in its
Chicago
1iouston
6 .333
3
Milwaukee
7 .300
3
Angeles
Los
third win. Its record stands at
Thursday's Results
Thereley's Rosana
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI)
2
Detroit
4, Cleveland
Chicago 6, Philedeiphie 5 (10 Innings)
-Jim Hurtubise will be back 3-1.
5
I. New York
Boston
York
Now
7,
Pittsburgh
4
15
1-15
102 0211
Murray
2
Baltimore
4,
2
Cincinnati
Washington
Angeles
Los
12,
for another attempt at placing North Marshall 000 000 0— 0 2 4
at Oakland
Chicago
San Diego 5, Attains 4
Hughes and Brandon; Doughty and
Kansas City B, Milwaukee
San Francisco 11, Houston 9
grounder to Cesar Tovar, who a roadster into the lineup for Smith.
Minnesota at'Ca(iforrila
Other clubs hot scheduled.
Tedey's Games
eoinu
threw wildly to shortstop Leo the Memorial Day Indianapolis EAGLES SIGN THREE
Minnesota (Ka& 14) at Oakland (Hun
Philadelphia (Jackson 0-1) at New York
Is.' 1-1), night
Cardenas to allow Johnstone to 500-mile auto race.
(Seaver 14)
Kansas City (Morehead 0-0) et CaliforMath-sal (Stoneman 1-1 et Chicago
Hutubise's front-engine turscore with the bases remaining
nia (Murphy 14), night
(Jenkins 0-2)
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)- The
Si. Louis (Culver 14 'at Pittsburgh
baton (Peters 5-1 et Detrall.(Niekro
loaded. Pitcher Lee May, who bocharged Offeohauser-powered Philadelph a Eagles Thursday
0)
(Blass 14), night
got the win in his first start, car was one of two entries announced the signing of three
Los Angeles (Sutton 1.)1 at Atlanta
New York (StentemYre sn at sem2.0), night
Tare (Bhoelaus 1.0), night
then hit into a double play as received in the mail by "500" players, two of them free (Jervis
San Francisco (Retwrger 0.1) at cinenOnly filtnea
(Nolan 24), night
Repoz
scored, and Sandy 3fficials Thursday afternoon agents from the Pottstown nati
Houston
at
Diego
1-1
(Santorini
San
the
76.
to
brought
field
)Dlesiter 24), night
Alomar's bunt single brought which
The North Tonawanda, N.Y.. Firebirds of the Atlantic Coast
Azcue across. Tom Hall took
League.
over then for Boswell to get the iriver-car owner was the last
person to put a front-engine l
final out,
Elsewhere in the AL, the roadster in the May 30th race
Kansas City Royals beat the in 1968 when he started 30th.
year he entered a roadster
Milwaukee Brewers. 84. the Last
asses. v..e is. e.t.a:. O. boa die not vitae& qualifying
New York Yankees, 8-5, the speed in his practice runs.
" MERCURY
The other entry Thursday
Oakland A's beat the Chicago
•Factory trained technicians
afternoon
came
ABC
from
White Sox, 3-1, and the Detroit
Li NCOLN
•Genuine parts and accessories
Tigers defeated the Cleveland Engines, Inc., Westfield, Ind.,
•Special tools and equipment
with
Bernard
Denver,
Morley,
Indian's, 4-2,
Rico Petrocelli drove in four Colo., named to drive the
runs with a thee-run homer and turbocharged Ford.
Speedway officials still exsacrifice fly as the Red Sox
rallied twice for a sweep of pected a few more entries
which
will have acceptable
their three-game series with
postmarks
prior to the deadline
New York.
for entries of midnight WednesLouis Piniella slam.med a
three-run homer and Amos Otis day.
The next order of business at
knocked in three more to spark
a 13-hit attack to push Kansas the Speedway will be the
arrival of cars before the start
City past the Brewers.
Rick Monday drove in a. run of practice May 1. Time trials
and scored another as he to determine the 33 fastest cars
contributed two doubles and a for the starting field will be
May 16-17 and May 23-24.
single to Oakland's 10-hit
attack, and John Odom, troubled by calcium deposits in his
A.TLANTA (UPI).-The Atlanelbow, stopped the White Sox ta Braves accepted 'an invitaon six hits while going the tion Thursday to 'play the
distance for the first time this Milwaukee
Brewers in an
season.
exhibition game in Milwaukee
Dick McAuliffe drove in the on May 14.
tie-breaking run with a fifthThe Braves played in Mil&
inning single and later added an waukee from 1953 to 1965 before
Insurance run with a homer to moving to Atlanta..ThLs will be
give the Tigers their victory their
first appearance in
over Cleveland.
Milwaukee since the transfer.

NEW YORK (UPI)- National
Basketball Association players,
presenting a solid front against
a merger with the ABA,
returned to Federal District
Court today for a restraining
order that would temporarily
block any consolidation of the
leagues.
The NBA Players Associa.
tion, representing 165 members,
filed suit in the same court
Thursday against the NBA, its
teams, Its board of governors
and the American Basketball
Association, claiming a merger
would be a violation of antitrust
laws since it would "bind the
players involuntarily to one
team for their entire playing
careers."
A ruling on the restraining
order may take from 7 to 14
days and, in effect, would hold
up any merger until a decision
is reached.
"Our merger talks will be
conditioned by what the judge
rules Friday," said President
Walter Kennedy of the NBA.
Only foie NBA players are
not involved in the suit. Player.
Coaches littchie Guerin of
Atlanta, Len Wilkins of Seattle,
Al Attles of San Francisco and
Connie Hawkins of Phoenix.

*MERCURY *TOYOTA 4(GMC TRICKS
Sales & Service
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'WITH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER
23" picture.,measured diagonally, 295 sq

Call Us For

Joe B. Adams was a 4,ler for Life and Casualt y 'thir
our annual convention in San
ing 1969 and qualified
Juan. Puerto Rico. TI..ineans that he is mort, than a
salesman. Joe is a. rn • with concern for your needs.'
hope you are too. For all of
We are proud of Joe
your Life and Ilospitah ,tron needs call him at 498-8127.

KOJIS SOLD
SAN DIEGO (UPI).- Controversial forward Don Kofts of
the San Diego Rockets was sold
to the Seattle Supersonics
Thursday for an undisclosed

South 12th Street Murray, Ky.

Life an CaSUalt.y
INSURANCE CPAMYøfJeiuseti

Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors'
Serving-Murray, Hazel and Puryear
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Miss Shelia Kay Lyons Becomes Bride 0!z_
Stephen Dale Spiceland /n Ceremony

le

TIMES

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Sherried Tuna
Put chunks of drained
canned tuna into shallow
casserole dish; mix condensed cream of mushroom
soup with sherry to taste;
pour over tuna and sprinkle with minced parsley
and chopped almonds. Bake
in moderate oven until hot
and bubbly.

Mr. and Mrs. Gary R. Brown,
755 Murray Court, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy,
Christopher Robert, weighing
eight pounds nine ounces, born
on Tuesday, April 14, at 11:20
p.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University and
part-time employee of the Cars Pdrty
rier Corporation.
Cook frozen artichoke
hearts until just tender,
,Grandparents are Hr. and
dram; marinate in equal
Hrs. Robert Brown of Boundbrook, N. J., and Dr. and Mrs. parts French dressing and
Sherry. Cover and
A. H. Murano of Syracuse, N.Y. dry
Drain, serve with
Great grandparents are Mr. toothpicks.
and Mrs. Vincent Bonomo of
Utica, N. Y., and Rev. and Mrs.
Earle Hartley of Leonardsville, Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed
N.Y.
• ••
at the CallOway County Soil
Improvement Association.
William Gale is the name
The maternal grandparents
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Wal- are Mr. and Mrs. Buster Paslace Parkin of Route Five, Box chall of Murray Route Four and
1030, Murray, for their baby the paternal grandmother i
boy, weighing seven pounds five Mrs. Iva Orr of Hazel Route
ounces, born on Tuesday, April One. The peat grandmothers
14, at 8:30 a.m. at the Murray- are Mrs. Sam Warren of May
Calloway County Hospital.
field and Mrs. Toy Cole of ParThey have two sons, Perry, is, Tenn.
• ••
eight,
and
Paul,
age
age seven.
The father is employed at PasSN. and Mrs. Chad Patton
chall Truck Lines, Murray.
Gray of Norfolk, Va., announce
The maternal grandparents the birth of a baby boy, Trent
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Patton, weighing six pounds ten
Kovalski of Tamms,
ounces, born on Monday. April
•• •
13, at 12:55 p.m. at the Navy
Hospital, Norfolk, Va.
A baby boy, Wesley Dean,
The new father is a barber
weighing nine pounds 1% ouncwith, the United States Navy.
es, was born to Mr. and. Mrs.., Grandparents are. Mr. it n d
Larry Dean Warren, of Hazel
Mrs. James Gray of Kirksey
Route One on Tuesday, April
and Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette
14, at 8:38 pm. at the Murray
Downing of Benton Roiq Four.

Saturday, April 16
A country ham and beam supper will be held at the South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church from 3:90 to eight
p. m., sponsored by the Methodist Men_ Coat is $1.50 for adults
and 75 oents for childrem under
12.
•••
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will meet at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. William
Moffett, Panorama Shores, at
6:30 p.m. A potluck supper will
be served.
• ••
A cookbook and bake sale will
be held in front of the SayRite Store, located in the Bel.
Air Shopping Center, Murray,
starting at ten a.m., sponsored
by the Nu Phi Mu of Beta Sigma Phi.

Treat

•••

FRIDAY — APRIL 17. 1970

a. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Engagement Announced

Better eggs
Hens have every reason
to cluck with pride these
days. Their eggs are.getting bigger and better. Better strains of chickens, better feed and better egg
handling are all contributing to larger, higher quality eggs for the consumer.
For example, only 67 per
cent of the eggs delivered
to West North Central Region packing plants in 1948
rated Grade A or better. In
recent years. nearly 90 per
cent of the deliveries made
---aftide--A---cir better. It's a
general trend across the
country—so that consumers are getting better eggs
for their money,

Sunday, April 19
Mr. and Mrs. Q. T. Guier will
be honored at an open house
in celebration of their fiftieth
wedding anniversary at the
Holiday Inn, lgurray, from three
to five p.m. All friends and reConvert a meat baster into.a
latives are invited. The couple
watering tool /or small planes .
such
as African violets which
requests no gifts.
•• •
have sensitive leaves: A baster
works on wall planters, too, to
Monday, April M
prevent splashing paint or wall
The Penny Homemakers Club
covering.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Delia Graham at ten a.m.
• ••
The Alpha Delta Kappa sorority, Rho Chapter, will meet
at- Kars Steak—House, Paris,
Tenn., at seven p.m.
•••
Mr. and Mn. Stephen Dale Spiceland
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
(Love Photo)
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Miss Shelia Kay Lyons and
Miss Linda Kay Hargiss
tached
with
a
bow at the neck.
Hostesses will be Mesdames E. Stephen Dale Spiceland exHr. and Mrs. John William Hargiss, 204 Dixie Drive, Hopk.
Her
headpiece
was
fashioned
D. Roberts, A. B. Crass, Harry changed wedding vows in the
insville, announce the engagement of their daughter, Linda Kay
Furches, Wells Purdom, Jr, presence of the immediate fam- of tulle petals and seed -pearls.
to
Fred Paul Stalls, son of Mr. and Mrs. Buell Ernest Stalls, Sr.,
A
She
carried a Colonial styled
and Ed Overbey. Members note ilies on Friday, April 10.
407 North 5th Street, Murray.
bouquet of white carnations
change in date.
The double ring ceremony
The bride-elect is presently attending Murray State Uniand rosebuds on lace with satin
•• •
was performed at four o'clock
versity where she is a junior majoring in music education. She
The Theta Department of the in the afternoon at the New streamers.
Is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota, professional music fraternity,
Mrs. Larry Cunningham and
Murray Woman's Club will meet Providence Church of Christ
and Alpha Lambda Delta honor fraternity.
Mrs.
Don
Spiceland
attended
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with John Dale officiating.
Mr. Stalls, a graduate of Murray High School. attended
with the program by students
The bride is the daughter of the bride. They each wore pale
Murray State University and was a member of the University
from a Murray State speech Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Lyons of blue dresses with white acce•sBand. He is presently employed as the assistant manager at
class. Hostesses will be Mes- Murray. The groom is the son ories and each wore corsages of
Friendly Finance In Murray.
dames Castle Parker, Irby Hen- of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Dale white carnations.
An August wedding is being planned.
Wherever you move . . .
Johnny Miller served the
don, Nat Beale, and Hassel Kay- Spiceland, also of Murray.
groom
Call the Welcome
as
best
man.
Don
Spicekendall. Note change from reThe vows were exchanged bemer, Mrs. Walton Fulkerson,
Wagoq hostess
gular date.
fore an arch centered with the land served as groomsman.
and Hrs. Rupert Emerson.
Mrs. Lyons, mother of the
•••
She will bring her basket
wedding bell and entwined with
The call to prayer with ettipof gifts and friendly
Tuesday, April 21
greenery flanked by spiral can- bride, wore a light pink knit
ture reading from Psalms 119:greetings from civic and
The Faith Doran Circle of delabra, baskets of white car- dress with matching accessor129-136
Mrs.
was
ies. Mrs. Spiceland, mother of
W. A. Farmer was the
given by, Mrs. Mabusiness neighbors of
the First United Methodist nations, and potted palms
leader for the mission study son Thomas. The closing praythe groom, was attired in a
Church WSCS etlimeet at the
the community.
%ride's Drees
blue
knit suit with navy accessprogram presented at the meet- er was led by Mrs. Henry Richhome et lbs. sum Swann, 403 Tha bride, given,in marriage
ories.
Each
wore
a white carnaing of the Woman's Missionary
11011.
By Abigail ?an Buren
North 16th Street, at two p.m. by her father, wore a street
Society of the Elm Grove BapOther members present were
•••
length dress of white dacron tion corsage.
tist Church held on Wednesday, Mrs. Charles Burkeen, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Spiceland are
The Murray-Calloway County and polyster. The simple eleg.
DEAR ABBY: My stepson is 15. We get along very well
April 13, at seven o'clock in leorge Cossey, Mrs. Luther
Association for Retarded Chil- ance of the fitted bodice., was now at home on Murray Route
and he is really a good boy. But Abby, he TALKS too much!
the evening at the church,
Hendon, Mrs. Albert Crider, and
dren will meet at Robertson styled with wide scalloped lace Four:
This boy blabs everything he thinks, hears and sees. He
"Examples In Fruit Bearing Mrs. Glen Hale and son, RogThe new Mrs. Spiceland is
School at 7:30 p.m. All mem at the hem and short sleeves
Phone 753-2378
is constantly interrupting adults to contradict them, and he
Taiwan" was the subject of r. Mrs. Rose Alexander
bers are urged to attend.
with white velvet ribbon inter- continuing her studies at Mu"was a
takes
over
a
the
conversati
program
on
ray
and
High
School.
holds
given
floor
the
Mr.
as
for
by
long as
Spiceland
Mrs. Far- sitor.
•••
laced ending in small bows. The
he can, running minor details into the ground.
The Lydian Sunday School back featured a short train at- is engaged in farming and is an
electrical assistant while also
He recently spoiled a surprise party I had planned for a
attending Murray State Univerfriend. He simply TOLD her about it—not meaning to!
Abby, he is not a bad kid. but I wish he would just learn
Class of the First Baptist sity.
• ••
Church will have a potluck sup.
to keep his mouth shut. I've even considered adhesive tape,
per in the fellowship hall of
but I don't think it is that wide. What can be done? He is
the church at 6:30 p.m. with
driving me up a wall.
DESPERATE
Group IV, Mrs. Owen Farris
DEAR DESPERATE: Compulsive talking is only one of
and Mrs. Hillard Rogers, captains. Miss Frances BrowhiU
his problems. His obvious Insecurity accounts for his need to
show slides of The Holy Lan
draw attention to himself by interrupting, contradicting and
•••
bolding the floor as long as possible. [Many adults never
'
'Ttlig Nu Phi Mu (Phi AVM
Tuesday, April 21
out-grow this. I Perhaps with maturity will come confidence,
Eta) if „Beta Sigma Phi met
The Progressive Homemakers
patience and better judgment. In the meantime, tell him you
on Thuriday. April 2, at sevenClub will meet with Mrs. Betty
thirty o'clock' -il!he
_evening
love him, and before opening his mouth to ask himself:
s
Hauell at seven p.m.
at the home at
Vicki Rags•••
Is it true?
dale.
.
The Women's Society of
.
Is it kind?
During the business --•
meeting
Christian Service of the Good it was announced
that the Pre,
Is it necessary/
Shepherd United
Methodist natation Program entered in
Church will meet at the church the International contest for
DEAR ABBY: An acquaintance can no longer call her
It Ma p.m.
this program rate an honorable.
•••
a friendl--.rting my doorbell early one morning, and after
mention. This program was
remarking oil-the weather, said with a little laugh, "There,
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- mainly detigned by Pam Wood
der of the Rainbow for Girls and is one of only two receivnow I have you On ,my candid camera!" Then she called my
will meet at the Masonic Hall ing honorable mention in the
attention to a tiny camera she had in her hand.
at seven p.m. An initiation will state of Kentucky.
I felt very resentful of this invasion of my privacy
be held.
Also a letter from Internation— particularly since I looked my very worst at that
•••
al was received asking fog re
time of day, but I said nothing How would you have handled
The First Baptist Church Wo- cipes for the new salad cOOk
situation?
ANNOYED
man's Missionary Society will book.
meet at the church at 9:30 am. Prospective rushes and the
DEAR
ANNOYED
:
I'd hate asked to see the "cute little
•••
Friendly Venture were discuss
camera." I would then confiscate it, and with a little laugh
The Music Department of the od. The bake sale for Saturday,
I'd promise to return it after I destroyed the negative
of my
Murray Woman's Club will meet April 18, was planned.
Ilk prices.
An election of officers was
held with Mrs. Sharon Carroll
being elected president for anoDEAR ABBY: In the office where I work, and it is
a
at
the club house at 7:30 p.m. ther term by acclamatio
Tractor Type Rider
very large one, men are required to wear shirts, neckties
n.
and
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Other officers are Mrs. Linda
Model 1272
jackets during office hours, but there are no rules
Phillip Mitchell, Howard Koen- Fain, vice-president;
about
Miss Sherdress for women.
en, Robert Bear, C. C. Lowry, ry Williams, recording
secreI don't object to.rniniskirts on young girls who have
• 26 on. 8 h.p tractor typo
Leo Blair, John C. Winter, and tary; Mrs. Jenne Lassiter,
nice
corlegs. But when an overweight middle-age woman
• 3 speeds forward and
James Boone.
responding secretary; Miss Pam
with
• ••
varicose
reverse
veins
wears
a miniskirt — well, that's another
Wood, treasurer; Mn. Vicki
Wednesday, April 22
matter.
Ragsdale, extension officer.
• • Recoil starter on dash
The executive board of the
• Lever adjusts cutting height
After the meeting was adAlso, some girls come to work dressed like they're going
Kirkiey School PTA will meet journed, a surprise linen show• Deep Dish Three Spoke
to a cocktail party. Since men are required to
observe
at the hcme of Mrs. Charles er was held for Mrs. Dot Barsteering wheel
certain rules of dress, don't you think women should, too?
Coleman at 1:30 p.m.
row. The honoree was present•••
A MAN (OF COURSE]
ed a corsage ef pink ,carnations.
The ladies day luncheon will
Refreshments served while
DEAR MAN: Yes. But it's more complicated to make
be served at noon at the Cello. Mrs. Barrow opened her gifts. "rules" for womes.
The station wogon on the left is k
All women should be told on hiring that
gas. .
way County Country Club. Hos Mr. and Mrs. Dale Barrow were
they are expected to dress
in
some
circles as a status symbol'.
appropriat
and
ely
for
modestly
an
The status symbol boasts roughly 88
teases will be Mesdames liar married on February 14. 1970.
POWER
office. (This should eliminate necklines that are
The station wagon on the right is
on West, Louis Slushmeyer, W
down to
Other meetings this year were
cubiC feet of carrying space.
there, apd skirts that are up to berel If a woman
Elkins,
C.
March
held
on
John
known
violates
19
in the some circles as o mistake.
at
Gregory,
the
Prut
Com•
The Volkswagen has twice that
MOWERS
the
rules.
the
office manager should give her a warning. And
Kelly, L. D. Miller, Ed West, munity Center, on March 5 .at
Now the status symbol is long and
amount. 176 cubic feet,
J. R. Ammons, Glenn Doran, the home of Mrs. Dot Barrow, if she likes her job, one warning should suffice.
low and really quite beautiful.
Raymond Hewitt, Laverne Orr, on February 19 at the ComConclusion:
Whereas the Volkswagen is short
Fred WelliMax Whitford, and munity Center. and on FebruIf you're lookmg for something to
CONFIDENTIAL TO "sTiLL, 110PING-: A fine artist
" 12, at the home of Mrs. knows when his
Hampton Erwin. Bridge will be an,
and high and really quite ugly.
painting 1,, finished. A wise woman knows
show
how big you are, then we suggest
Sharon
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs Matt
Carroll.
when the affair is finkheit t(ce pt it
The status symbol features a power.
you
yourself a status symbol.
get
with
grace.
At the -February
Sparkman as hostess.
meetings
ful engine.
•••
plans for the heart drive, ahd
But if you're looking for something
.What's your problem' You'll feel better if
you get it off
• A Volkswagen engine is not as powA brunch for the ladies of the a cosmetic demonstration by
that's lust plain ,big, then moy1
your chest. Write to MIR% Hoz 07011,
.9ffl ..it
Los Angeles, ('al
Oaks Country Club will be held Jenna Lassiter were amehg the
erful, but
a whole lot fahher on
wasn't us who made the mistake offer all.
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped.
'items
addressed
on
the
Street
agenda.
t
the
Maple
club
at
5:45
•
a
in
This
601
is
During the March meetings a 'eaverope.
a "Come As You Are" brunch.
Murray, Kentucky
motion
was made to hold the
All _ladies,..01. the club are indra Garland gave a progr7----1ana Friendly Venture and coke par.
vited. Officers will be hostesses. Founder's Day banquet with the
Gamma Gamma . Chapter. San. on "How To Make and Di•co ay for rushees were set for A_pril
rate Elandieho4liers-7 Nnd
- - -13130-0terrr-u-t Wu-Tr-cry-,
aId. —
9* •

IDecot.--0414

Constant-talker
needs affection

Mrs. W. A. Farmer
Leader Of Program
Elm Grove WMS
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WASHINGTON (
Republican national
nization is asking
campaign workers
advice attributed
Lincoln in 1840:
"Make a perfect 1
voters
and
asc(
certainty for whon
vote."
The GOP is not
perfection. It is as
chairmen and prect
to classify 80 per
voting age resident
and party prefer
getting at least 80
the probable Republ
registered,
- Campaign Mar
Lincoln's advice
more is contained
campaign manuals
pared and circulat
national party orga
county
chairmen
chairmen in all 50
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When they're looking up to you,
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THE LEDGER

presented to state and county
chairmen of 27 states by the
euci of April and of all 50 states
by about July 1. One objective
is to enable county chairmen
with limited political experience
to get an early start.
chairman who
county
A
By RAYMOND LAHR
WASHINGTON (UP!) -The follows the book will set ip a
R epulatIcan national party orga- caedidate recruitment commitnization is asking its corps of tee to check qualifications of
campaign workers to follow candidates.
Set Priorities
advice attributed to Abraham
He will set priorities for
Lincoln in 1840:
"Make a perfect list of all the target offices and submit a
final report
voters and
ascertain with progress report and
certainty for whom they will on candidates to the Republican
state headquarters.
vote."
The chairmen will see that all
The GOP is not asking for
too,
perfection. It is asking county precincts have chairmen,
chairmen and precinct captains and calculate the requirements
to classify 80 per cent of the for volunteers.
Vote goals are set for
voting age residents by name
and party preference, then precincts and counties, with
for
getting at least 80 per cent of special attention reserved
the probable Republican voters those with Republican strength
above the average.
registered.
Other sections of the manual
- Campaign Minn&
political organiLincoln's advice and much deal with such
more is contained in 6,000 zation problems as budgets,
and
campaign manuals being pre- fund raising, publicity
voting.
absentee
pared and circulated by the
Republican leaders do not
national party organization to
create a new,
county chairmen and vice expect to
chairmen in all 50 states, A modernized political structure
hoping
separate manual goes to party this year. But they are
decade.
this
in
one
build
to
leaders in the precincts,
The books are custom written Chef likes raw deal
and printed to fit the political
TOKYO(UPI)-Pierre Cassier
laws and language of each of
the 50 states with their varying head chef at Maxim's de Paris in
deadlines for voter registration Tokyo, says one of his favorite
food.ii Japanese sushi(raw Soh)
and candidate filing.
Ills "Mission 70's" project But he has to go out toed it
indicates that attention to the Maxim's, a branch of the Paris
nuts and bolts of campaign original,serves only French food
11, • *
grganization did not vanish
'from the GOP national head- Mental Isespitalefer addicts
quarters with the retirement a
,Tex.(UPI)-NarcotAUSTJN.
year ago of Chairman Ray C. ics addicts can be committed tc
Bliss.
mental hospitals in Texas.
His successor, Rep. Rogers C.
Thestate legislature has voted
B. Morton of Maryland, serves to allow commitments upon
as a spokesman for the Nixon petition of any person or the
administration, But he also county attorney. Two doctor*
budgeted $250,000 this year for must swear that the person inbuilding the party organization volved is an addict.
Patients so committed may be
at the local and state level.
The operations plan will be detained for an indefinite period.
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Tomato An Anomaly Of
Plant History

Washington
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NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Mrs. Geneva Warren and Baby
Boy, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Jerrie
Parkin and Baby Boy, Rte. 5,
Box 1030, Murray; Mrs. Judith
By Nevyle Shackelford
Craven and Baby Girl, 211 CollLEXINGTON, Ky. - The tom- ege Crt., Murray; Mrs. Regina
ato, now produced by the millio- Brown and Baby Boy,755 Murray
ns of tons here in these United Crt., Murray.
States, is an anomaly of plant
DISMISSALS
and garden history in America.
Although of American origin ane
culllrated by Indians long before
Mrs. Edna Duke, Rte. 3, Murthe first voyage of discovery by ray; Mrs. Hazel Harper, Rte, 2,
Columbus, it *as rejected as 2 Dover, Tenn., Raymond Lewis,
food in this country until Ions 1003 Olive, Murray; Mrs. Edna
after it had been commonly eater Butler, Rte. 2, Box 119, Murray;
In Europe. As a matter of fact, Mrs. Rosa Outland, Hazel; Edgar
according to garden authorities, Williams, Rte. 1, Altno; Howard
up until about 125 years ago most Rogers, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs.
tale
North Americans believed the Mary Brausa (To Cony. Div.),
Mrs.
Murray;
tomato to be poisonous and the- 303 So. 6th St.,
refore would have nothing to do Bobbie Wood ('to Cony. Div.), BROTHERLY LOVE---A civilian Vietnamese Irregular trooper,
MCCH Cony. Div., Rm, 2, Mur- himself wounded in the face, carries his wounded sister to
with it.
ray; Mrs. Mabel Culver (Expir- an evacuation helicopter in Dak Pek, South Vietnam, as
ed), Rte. 1, Dexter; Roland Kim- North Vietnamese troops keep up pressure on Green Beret
Reuitophoto
The mistaken idea that to eat bro (Expired), Rte. 3, Murray; camp located here.
a tomato was suicidal probably Mrs. Eva Britt (Expired), Rte.1,
stemmed from the fact that the Mayfield.
Itlant is a member of the Nightshade family, of which some
Ear piercing must be done by
in
physician
species indeed, are deadly. Also a
licensed
MONKEY ON HIS BACK—Making with the monkeyshines is
the pungent, unpleasant odor of Connecticut.
Kathryn the ape as she playfully leaps on keeper Tex Davidthe leaves when crushed ao doubt
C..
son's back as he tries to dean out cage at Philadelphia Zoo.
'hone 753-1273
contributed to the belief that the
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY * Oahu, capital isname
The
conhuman
for
unfit
was
fruit
es, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. OrPha
We Have It
We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
land of Hawaii, means. "the
Jones, Rte, 2, Murray; Mrs.Eula sumption.
gathering place" in Hawaiian.
replant
and
Horticulturists
Outland, 1316 Vine St., Murray;
ADULTS 102
Mrs. Nitta Outland, Rte. 5, Mur- searchers of our Agricultural
NURSERY 7
state that
ray;
Mrs. Etda Beaman (Ezpir- ExperiMent Stations
APRIL 13, 19'70
W), 910 No. 16th St., Murray. the cultivated tomato apparently
originated as wild forms in the
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Peruvian Andes and was,carried
northward into Central America
Mrs. Carolyn Paschall and They,too
and Mexico some two thousand
Baby Boy, Rte. 1, Murray; Baby
HELSINKI.,(UPI)-The Fin- 'ears ago by migrating Indians
Girl Odom (Mother Mrs. Myrna
nish
government had'.257 com- There is, however, lithe evidOdom), Rte. 4, Benton; Baby Girl
or commissions in oper- ence of it ever being grown by
mittees
Worker (Mother Mrs. Sandra
Indianc north of what is now the
Worker), Box 245, Univ. Stat., ation in the middle of January, Mexican border.
'to statistics of the
according
Murray.
indicate
Finnish Finance Ministry.
_ Historical records
that tomato lovers of the world
DISMISSALS
owe a debtof gratitude to Italians.
The first known record of its
Mrs. Cecelia Crossett and Ba- A-hem
culture was in 1550 when an
by Boy, 303 No, 12th St., Murray;
Italian writer, railing It "porna
TOKYO (UP1)-A dressmak- Peruviana," wrote of the tomato
Miss Eleanor Hudspeth, 709 So.
3rd St., Murray; Master Greg ing school sent questionnaires being grown as a garden vegeD. Story, Rte. 3, Puryear,Tenn.; to 200 young women. Many of table in his country. Apparently
OLIVE BOULEVARD
Richard Hopkins, 1311 Main St.„ them predicted that mini-skirts therefore , Italians were the
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY Murray; E'be Lyons, 212 Irvan will be replaced by the 21st cen- first Europeans to eat it, By
Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 753-3852
St., Murray; Mrs. Annie Stalls, tury by skinless dresses showing about 1575, according to these
• Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Ida Mae Rio. all the thigh.
mato had
e torn
recor ds. the
oid
.
reached gardens in England, Frmid-Etrrolance, Spain, and other
countslos, eat not as an
eidble vegetable. It was grown
merely as a curiosity.
By the middle of the 18th century, the tomato was in extensive production in Italy as a food
and to a considerable extent elsewhere in Europe. But it wasn't
until after 1776 that North Amercan settlers became awareofits
value as an edible vegetable. It
Is said that none other than Thomas Jefferson who along with
being a statesman as well as
a very progressive-type farmer, was one of the first North
Americans to grow it. This was
In 1781, but for more than 25
years afterwards most of his
compatriots rejected it. Recalling old folk tales that it was a
poison fruit, even today it is
possible to find persons fearful
of eating a tomato. They not
only consider it poisonous, but
will swear its seeds cause appendicitis.
Professional horticulturists
say the various colors and shaa
es of tomatoes grown today are
the same as those discovered
by the early explorers of America. Only difference is that these
plant experts have improved upou
If your car's get-'up-and-go seems like it got-up-andthe size, tecitte, and smoothnewent, see Us! We'll put PERFORMANCE back into your
ss of the fruit and upon the prowinter-weary automobile with a precision engine tuneductivity of the plant. All other
up!
characteristics remain basically
the same.
Our trained mechanics will thoroughly check your ignition system, adjust it, and replace any worn parts with
top quality BLUE STREAK ignition parts!
To the 17th century French
and English, the red tomato was
Well retune your carburetor and replace any faulty
"pomme d'amour" (apple of la
components with genuine HYGRADE Jiffy Kit carbureve). Some Europeans called the
tor tune up parts'
yellow variety, "golden apples'
And well give your car a FREE end-to -end safety check
which caused Old John Gerard
to help insure worry-free driving all spring'
to hazard the guess that they
were the same as those which
Treat Your Car To A Spring Tune-Up At
poets "fabled" as growing in,
the dragon-guarded gardens of
Five Points Ashland
Walston's T
Robert's Oil Company
Sears Tune-Up Shep
the daughters of Hesperus- the
South
12th
Why buy when you con Rent famous Bissell floor polishers and rug scrubbers from
Street
16th & College Farm Reed
4th & Chestnut
North 4th Street
very same dragon Hercules slew
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
in the wonderful days of mythoyour nearby Convenient Food Mart.> AS/aid a big investment and storage problems.
Phone 7534116
Phone 753-9081
Phone 753-2752
Phone 753-8119
logYJoyce's Garage
Southside Phillips "66"
Ready when you need them Pay only for time used . . and save!
Clime Standard Simko
These golden apples of HesRoute 1
So. 12th & Glendale Road
509 So. 12th Street
perus more likely were oralHardin, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky
;es, but then they could just as
Ken's Truck Stop
Phone 753-6966
Phone 753-4652
well have been yellow tomatoes
Route 2
Thweatrs Service Station
Crump's Ashland Service
transplanted from Peru by some
Hazel, Kentucky
641
Highway
U.S.
Route 1
Phone 492-8304
ald god with whom nothing was
Almo. Kentucky
Hardin, Kentucky
hisirdock's Garage, Inc.
impossible or improbable.
753-2720
Phone
Phone 474-9740,
407 Poplar Street
Our word "tomato," according
Tuckers Garage
Fenton & Hodge
Murray, Kentucky
to Extension specialist in HorRoute 1
205 South Fifth
Phone 7534770
Alm°, Kentucky
ticulture, Robert L. Shepherd,
Murray, Kentucky
Pittman's Shell Service
Is but a slight modification b
Phone 753-6593
Phone 753-4669
Route 5
"tomati," the name by which
Murray, Kentucky
was called by early Indians o
Phone 7534191
Mexico, But by whatever name,it
131.LIEEEAK
is now at last one of our most
valuable and delicious vegetables,
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presented to the museum. These
early microfilm units represented
a historic breakthrough in the
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (UN)— technology of record-keeping.
* *•
An original microfidmer—the
The Duke
same model which helped conis a Colonel
vict mobster Al Capone of inconic tax violation—has joined
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (UPI)_
Conrad and Bean cut off the
By EDWARD K. DELONG
The mathematical symbol of Russia, it also comes up with the "Hall of Fame" of Eastman Just call him Col. Duke Ellington
a
length
of
and
polished
camera
addition,
there
The well-known band leader
House, museum of historic
UPI Space Writer
40 percent has now attained nat- the findings that in
aluminum tube from the Survey- ional significance.
Is more American teenage unem- photographic equipment.
became a Kentucky Colonel reSPACE CENTER, Houston or during one of their moon.. A special study by the National ployment because there are more
Invented to record bank cently while playing a concert
checks, the unit is one of 229 here. The sward, presented by a
(UFO— For 950 days a televi- walks. They returned these to Federation of Independent Busi- teenagers.
sion camera sat exposed to the earth, where they were analyzed ness started when the new Fed- Thus, on one point both the Fed- microfilmers produced by East- state official, enables Ellington
eral minimum wage law became eration and the Labor Depart- man Kodak Company in 1929, to join a long roster of persons
harsh space environment atop by Cour-Palais and his group.
the Surveyor 3 robot moon land- Cour-FalaLs said craters gen. effective and continued through ment appear to agree, and that one of which is credited with so honored, including President
er in the lonely, dusty lunar :rated by the dust storm par- 1969 showed that 40 percent of is this summer there will be providing a microfilmed copy of Nixon, author Irvin Cobb, comticles hitting the camera "were the independent firms who for- more idle teenagers than ever a check supporting federal edian Bob Hope, actors Burt
Ocean of Storms.
Meteoroids, whizzing through shallow craters, generally, ant merly hired teenagers stopped before in history.
charges against the gangland czar Lancaster and Fess Parker, and
A typical comment received of the 1930s.
space, occasionally crashed into mostly of recent origin as indi- this practice.
actresses Mae West and ElizaThe United States Labor De. by the Federation is from an Inthe camera during that period cated by their whiteness against
A 1927 reader unit also was beth Taylor.
of almost three years. It was a the sandy brown color of the Partment in its just released diana retailer with 11 employees
fine test of how equipmept of TV camera housing's painted report of the impact of the min- who says,"We have always hired
the future may fare if man at- surface. There was a definite imum wage on teenage employ- at least six high school students
tempts to set up bases on the concentration (10 to 100 times) ment reports over 40 percent of part-time but we will have to
lunar surface, as some would of these white craters on the arc the government operated local decrease or eliminate the numof the TV camera facing the employment service offices be- ber of students in our employ
Like to do.
And how much damage did LM, compared with the other lieved employers would hire app- due to the increase in minimum
those speeding meteoroids in- side away from the
reciably more 16 and 17 year wages for this group, for frankflict? Almost none, say space The preliminary report said olds lilt were possible to pay ly they are not worth it, in terms
agency experts who are exam- five craters traced to meteoroid less than the Federal minimum of services they are able to proMurray, Ky.
153-5273
vide. We feel this extension of
ining the camera which was Impact had been found on the wage.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
brought home by the Apollo 12 camera housing and four more
The figure 40 can be said to the minimum wage to this group
of possible meteoroid impact crop 11P again, for after almost will eliminate a lot of students
astronauts.
"Service Built Our Business"
were on the polished tube. It 40 months of labor, the Bureau from jobs. This is bad. To many
Man-made
Dust
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
Jerome
H.
ATTACK
—
Holland.
the
RESENTS
new U.S. amIn fact, the experts say, the said none of the craters pene- of Labor Statistics mimes up with of our students, top dollar is
bassador to Sweden, walks with Swedish Baron Ove Ramel
NEW OR USED CAR
fleeting dust storm kicked tiP trated the camera's protective the conclusion, "that you can secondary. Having a job with
(right) in Stockholm. where anti-American demonstrators
by Apollo 12's descent engine paint layer.
drive a horse to water, but you some responsibility for a few
shouted derogatory expletives at him. "I haven't heard those
hours each week is primary."
during the final moments of the
can't make it drink."
kind of words for many years and then only in the most
In the meantime, the nation's
Landing may have sprayed the
For this point was established
racist areas of United States," Holland said. "I resent it "
camera with more fine partilong ago by the Federation sur- teenagers seem to have no chamta
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0
0
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0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
cles than all those that hit
veys, and in the Labor Departme- pion in the Congress since the
ti.lo
It before Apollo 12 arrived.
nt report it is affirmed. That death of Senator Evett Dirksen
A report prepared by Burton
point is that the employer attitude of Illinois. Shortly before his
G. Cour-Palais, chief of the
toward employing teenagers wo- death, the veteran statesman was
meteoroid science branch at
uld change if teenagers could be preparing to launch a drive to
Houston's Manned Spacecraft
employed for alower level ofpay, amend the wage law to help teenCenter, said there were 10 to
KENTUCKY, IS NOW CONTRACTING FOR
or a differential,"particularly," agers find more job openings.
100 dines more little craters on
says the report, "employers locPOPCORN ACREAGE, EAR BASIS
the side of the camera facing
ated outside of large urban centhe dust storm than on the Othters."
Join the fastest growing, most progressive processor in
er side.
While the Labor Department
"A preliminary
says that increases in the level
this area. We guarantee to get your wagons and trucks
vealed that the Surveyor 3 TV
and coverage of the Federal minFor hamburger fans, here's
unloaded faster and more efficiently.
camera experienced meteoroid
imum wage may have contributed a variation on the traditional
damage of negligible conseto the employment problems of tomato barbecue sauce. Cook
With over 20 years experience in the 'pcorn business,
quence ckwing 950 days expoteenagers, the Federation flndin- 1/2 cup of sliced onion in 1/4
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are prepared to work with you to your advantage.
sure to the space environment,"
gs;based'011the signed responses cup of butter or margarine until
Come
in to see us soon — or call.
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of more than 300,000
onion is light brown. Add 1/2
tion team said.
business firms show that over a teaspoon of salt, 2 tablespoons
"However, the analysis rehalf - million job opportunities of worcestershire sauce, 1 tableveals numerous shallow craters
were closed to teenagers.
spoon of lemon juice, 2 table.
of recent origin, apparently
While the Labor Department spoons of sugar, 1/2 teaspoon
caused by the LM (lunar m
of
great
deal
a
report goes into
of oregano, 2/3 cup of ketchup
101 East Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
ule, or Apollo landing craft)."
probably irrelevant detail on the arid 1 cup of canned applesauce._
Telephone 542-753-1722
employ- Mix well.
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teenage
of
experience
No. 3 tn President Nixon's
Serve hot. Makes
and Alan L. Bean set their efforts to fill
most about 2-1/2 cups.
the Supreme ment in Japan, Italy, and
lander down 600 feet from th
Soviet
including
world,
of
the
Court vacancy is reported to
Surveyor, but dust at the si
be U.S. Circuit Judge Harty
was so thick that Conrad
A. Blackmun, 61, shown.- in
the cloud blocked his view o his
judicial robe. He lives in
the surface during the final m
Roehpeter.
meats.
Moon Soueenirs

More Teenagers Will Be Idle
hi Summer Than Ever Before

The space age is alive in our 2-piece 100% Dacron®
polyester double knit from Nardis. Saucy accent bow.
ball buttons, piping and flip pleated skirt will set you
off to fashion first unknowns. Black/White. Brown/
White. Sizes 6 to 16.

ANOTHER RESISTANCE MOVEMENT Paula Yudelevit. 18, gets
slistening in Washington from members of I:ADD
a akitt,
Wight AgPaist Dictating Designers, one of several movements around the nation to. FADDists say, "prevent the 'ntire fashion industry from becoming completely dictatori.11
in imposing its desires on the buying pfiblic."
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CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
-11111PROVIEMENT ASSOCIATION

Your Ford Dealer's
just introduced three all-new
economy cars...
Maverick Grabber,
Mustang Grabber,
all-new Falcon.
Special Torinos
and Galaxie 500's too.
Every one of them's a lot more
car for a lot fewer dollars.
Come see . . . today'
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Sunday School
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A.M.S. CHURCH
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Warship Service.
Evening Worship

_
let this cup pass from me" (St. Matthew 26:39).
Even the Son of God could not always have His way.
The bitter cup did not pass. Even though Jesus
prayed three times for the cup to go away, He always
concluded with, "not as I will, but as thou wilt".
He drank it deliberately in a calm majestic
mood, while God Stood by in loving sympathy.
By drinking that most bitter cup. Jesus
became the Savipur of the world. God gave Him

.1NIVICILSITY rill7SCH
OF CIII11ST
108 North 15th Street

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

4111ACE BAPTIST CHIMICH
Smith Midi Street

Morning Worship
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through His church.
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So. 231 — Feet Wet*, Tea*.

Phone 753-1319

"The Friendly Funeral Home"
34 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
Phone 753-4612
311 No. 4th Street

"Ws Finger Uldn' Oise
Free Delivery en Orders of OA es Moro
Try Our Donde= Beef & Hem Sandwich
Call In Orders rs.vnot
Sycamore at nth

Mack & Mack
Authorised Memory Outboard Meters Dealer
Fiberglass aid AMMInwn Ike Repels
Sales and Service
( fOrn)
•
W. End Ewes Forty. U.S.
Phone 474-2364

The Hitching Post
The OM Caentry Store
%it Mk West of Kodak* StatetPark
Aurori Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin. Ky. — Ph. ernes

@ONO

621 So. 4th

Your Johnsen Motors Dealer
Wee, Parts, Service. Complete Hooting Supplies
Phone 753-3'734
94 E. at Murray Bait CAL

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
Special Rate I. Church Parties et IS Or Over
Open 7 Days A Week from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Ph. 474-2259
Aurora Rd. on Ha\ 66

Motors
Cain & Trees

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
,Phone 474-2202

Grecian Steak House

_

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
- Sandwiches
Peeks'Chem - Seafood Plates
Specials: Men., Striae Steak - Toe., Whey* Meek
Wed., Graved Siriole - Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders ki 753-4419

a

Real
, ,.

511 W. Main

Murray Auto Parts

Tom's Pizza Palace
The Bost Phis le Koehicky•
'

Lassiter Auto Sale& ...
North 12th

Street

Phone 73 2211

Murray Livestoek Company

Bel Air Shopping Center

est

Shirley Florist
Motor Sales

502 N.

Span
Agency
Phone 763-7724

4th St.

753-3251

104 N. 15th (across from

Hoyt Roberts - Realtors - Ray Roberts

Seeding At Its Best — Fine Food

Phone 753-1651 - 505 W. Main - Nite 753-3924

Phone 753-2202

1415 Main Street

Adm. Bldg.) - 753 3344

Roberts Realty

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
,

e Beauty Shop

Irene Ray - Owner
"Your C.empleto _Beauty Service"
Wigs. Wigkits - Falls

Flowers Ise All Occasions
Member F.T.D.

1

111

Adams Ornamental Iron and

A Friend
is

Beat's Tune-Up & Carburetor
Service

Daniel Boone Chicken 'N Beef
Palace Drive-In

Hugh Adams - Owner
portabie service - Custom Wrought Ina
Fabricatiori and Repair
Phone 753-1371
Main & Industrial Rood

Five Points

Grain DIvisiss
Holmes Ellis. Mgr

Southside Restaurant

Hutson

Phone 763-7992

.... t.-.

Stfik.c.,./

JO..n. ft

G.It,OAN

753 2985

iInc.Co,

411her All Tear i,rtiliaer Needs"
.
l'agrie 763-1933
Murray . Ky
t

West Ky. Rural- Electric
tiVE Corp.
Co-Opera!1-5012

Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products

4.447 NI..
At.II4 . 4". "

E. W. Outland. Supt.

Chemical

Hendon's Service Station

New & Used
112=Ne

Phan. 7534220

Fish - Shrimp - Favorites In Pies
Drive-In Window a Carry Out Service
Del. Orders
Chestnut St. (next to Capri) 'Call in to 753-4334

G AND H MOBILE HOMES

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.

Lifetime Muffler Iodination A Service
Tailpipes Made to tarr for Cars end Boats
Phone 7534119
North 4th Street

A Choke fabctMa at Rellshoi - Salads
Meals - Vegetsbles and Desserts
4nSunda9S
F,ist Service
Rhone 753 2700
Hwy. 641 North 3.

Herman K. Ellis
J. W. Young
-

Robert Young
Wm. E. Dodson

ResideMial - Commarcisi - Few — Building Lots
wog Like property — 1148/141, - Selling - Leasing

.-21

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Storey's Food Giant

Sole Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 753-5334

Welding

Fresh Ky. Law Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plato Lunches Dolly. teneuet Room Facilities
for Churches, Climbs aed All Social Meetings
753-31,2
So: Side Manor Shopping Center

BOone's Incorporated
.

1105 Pogue - ifilock E. of S 12th - Phone -753-1469

Guy
Estate

Holiday Restaurant

Rebuilt Kneines & Transmissions - Redlaters
Rewired - A Complete Ports Deparhnent
Phone 753404
, 106 Mapk Street

CHEERY CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 a m
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
livening Worship
,
-,
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
9:15 a
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

Mobilo Homes Court

Your Uni-Royal Tiro Dealer ,

Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 75344411
Five Points

Famous Flak Dinners

0

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Morray-Pottertaws Road
11:00 am
Morning Worship
sweats. eressime 'v.—. 6110 pan.

The Cleaner That's Inttenisted' Is You

Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant

On Hwy. ft at Aurora

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
7:16 P.WI•
Evening Worailltl

Carroll Tire Service

Phone 753-1675

Wayne Darnell Outboard
marine

lIl

Fostoria. Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish 0 Ber41-11 Ribs
Opus All Yaw — CO e.ns. to 1:0 p.m.
Phone 474
Aurora. ,Ky.
_

Co.

Strtieei

,

Plumbleg, Heating and Air Castilltheing
Camenerdel and Residential — Seise 4 Service
Repolis 1 Installation — Cies & Sevier
Phone 753410
501 N. 4th

INA

Buildings

.

$w

Claude Vaughn

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Edwin Cain Construction

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:31 a.m. to 1:31 p.m.
Phone 753-5885
U.S. HwY. 841 South

—

CHI1ST1414 acrlINCZ
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
, 11:00 am.
Sunday
11;00 a.m.
Sunday School

Mayfield Highway 121 , Phone 753-5200

Holiday hm

Wail' Pia Ckighlit

MOUTH PLEAriANT GROVE
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
10:41 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.rn
Evening Worship

Shady Oaks

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. Max H.Churchill Funeral Home
Industrial Rood

Yes Is The Gerd
Me Check is Yes
_1••••••011.110111014
taw good.
ammo.n and chad neocis
rh• Inflo•nc• of the
church So, corn• le
US go onto Oh• boom
of the Lord 1,1 to
sapport lorre program
of servoce to humor.oty, be a falthful worker, • dedy bible read•r and attend ..,von
regulerly

tieecriesus necams perfect.

People. all about us, every day, cry the
same prayer, "let this cup pass from me". We
tremble at the ordeal ahead. Our faith shrinks to
know we must suffer such fate as St. Matthew spoke
of. But suffering seasons us. It links us to
God, for high adventure and noble service

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...
Masoey-Fergusen Saks & &woks

.

strength for the SifithinticliV4.401Casigi 1114 h4419ic ,
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1411W PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 a.m.
Sunday School
If am.
Morning Worship
II:30 pm
Evening Worship
1111111111111Y UNITED
Marresosevire °MIMS •
Worship Service:
11:00 A.m. & 7:00 p.m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
curecH
15th & Sycamore
1:00 pm.
Sabbath School
2:00 p.m.
Worship Service
UNION UROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10:00 am.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Worship Service
4.30 p.m
Evening Servioe
PLRASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
11:00 0..m.
Worship
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
11121710191111, CIIHMSCH
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:00 a.m.
Mulish School
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G
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HOPSCN

No. 4th Street

4'315

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
building Blocks it Ready kits Concrete

Air Conditioning
Sheet Metal
Heating
Phope 753 4832
, ' 6th at Chestnut

Cale- lk Tkylor

East Main Street

.

A•Comptets Line et Groceries

-

_

,

t

-

The lest In Fresh Meats
202 Main Street

•

Phone 753 3540

. .Alexandimla-Help Yourself-Store - -e.
Gull -Srvic

Used Cars — Minor Repaln _
NiSht 7S3-3648
irobRy 753-5862

.

Phone 753-1921

Phone

753 5652
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8:00
8:30
10:00
10:30
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11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
3:30
5:00
5:30
600

Farm Dig
Washington
Day of Dis
Gospel Coun
Movie "Vale
This is The
Herald Of T
Community
Eternal Ugh
Meet The Pr
Frontiers of
Mister Robe
Movie "Tr
Golf Tourn
Frank McGe
College Bowl
News, Weath

6:30 Sunrise Sem
7:00 Tom & Jerry
7:30 Sego Bros.
8:00 Carl Tipton(
8:30 Heaven's Jub
930 Faith For T
10:00 Passover Sp
11:00 Pattern For
11:30 Face The Na
12:00 Danny Thom
12:30 To Be Anno
4:00 Stanley Cup
3:30 Outdoors(c)
4:00 Spelldown (c)
4:30 Amateur
5:00 Public Affair
5:30 News(c)
6:00 Harlem
7:00 Ed Sullivan c

SUNDAY
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
1:00
3:00
3:30
4:00

Agriculture(c
KDOIV Your B
House Of Wor
Oral Roberts
America Sing
Cathedral of
Hart Family(
Discovery (c)
World Tomorr
Oak Ridge Boy
Passover
NBA Play-Offs
At Issue(c)
Flipper (c)
Movie "WhatP
(C)
6:00 Land Of The
7:00 FBI(c)

LOS ANGELES
per cent of the Ame
are oppised to alt
districts and busing
integration. Only 2
favor these steps,
found least favor in
These findings ar
national public op
ducted for "The
which is presenting
live television debate
ool desegregation
KCET here.
Part one, telecast
featured Massachus
ssioner of Education
van, Dade County(
Board Chairman G.
adilock and Mrs. El
of Oakland, Calif., wh
ed with the Americ
Service Committee,
of busing.
Part two, to be tel

Yes, a sign on the windshield may sell your car. If you're
lucky
and patient. But why trust to luck? Especially
when there is a better way to sell it. Our way. Advertise
it for sale with a LEDGER AND TIMES WANT AD. It's.
the fastest, easiest method of finding car buyers, Econ.
nomical too. Car buyers like to shop LEDGER WANT
ADS because the selection there is so big

And this holds true on anything else you have to sell....
whether it's a car, or a house or a farm. Be a regular
user of LEDGER WANT ADS and get consistent results. Dial 7541916 and let LEDGER WANT ADS go to
work for you. They get fast roults.
And when they find what they want, watch out. They
pounce on a good buy.
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PAGE NINE
THE LEDGER

TELEVISION SCHEDULES
WSN•TY
Schedule

Channel4

SUNDAY
6:30 World Of Disney(c)
12:00 Noon Show (c)
7:05 Farm Digest(c)
7:30 Bill Cosby (c)
1:00 Days Of Our Lives (c)
7:15 Washington Report(c)
8:00
Bonanza
(c)
1:30 Doctors(c)
7:30 Day of Discovery (c)
9:00 Tony Awards(c)
2:00 Another World/Bay City(c)
8:00 Gospel Country (c)
10:30 News, Weather, Sports(c) 2:30 To Tell The Trutt
8:30 Movie "Valerie"
(c)
11:00 Johnny Carson (c)
300 Another World/Somerset
10:00 This Is The Life (c)
3:30 Lost In Space(c)
10:30 Herald Of Truth (c)
MONDAY
4:30 16th Avenue South (c)
11:00 Community Worship (c)
6:00 Morning Show (c)
5:25 Weather (c)
11:30 Eternal Light Cc)
7:00 Today (c)
5:30 News(c)
12:00 Meet The Press (c)
914 It Takes Two (c)
-6:00 News, Weather, Sports(c)
12:30 Frontiers of Faith (c)
9:25 News(c)
6:30 My World (c)
1:00 Mister Roberts CO
9:30 Concentration (c)
7:00 Supremes-Temptations (c)
1:30 Movie "Trapeze"(c)
10:00 Sale Of The Century (c) 8:00 Movie "The Tiger & The
3:30 Golf Tournament(c)
Pussycat"(c)
5:00 Frank McGee Report (c) 10:30 Hollywood Squares(c)
11:00 Jeopardy (c)
10:00 News, Weather, Sports(c)
5:30 College Bowl(c)
6:00 News, Weather, Sports(c) 11:30 Who, What Or Where (c) 1030 Johnny Carson (c)
11:55 News (c)
12:00 Avengers (c)

& TIMES- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Several Specials On TV
This Week On Three Nets

NBC rescreeas "Morgan," of Fayal," a real-life account of
starring Vanessa Redgrave and a 16-year-old boy of the Azores
NEW YORK (UPI).- Thk tele- David Warner in a story about who wants to be a whaler.
ABC
has
a repeat of
vision networks have several a painter living in a fantasy
a Jacques Cousteau underwater
specials on pertinent subjects world.
documentary, "The Return of
during the week.
WEDNESDAY
ABC has a special on the eco- The CBS "Hee Haw" reprise the Sea Elephants."
logical matter; CBS has three is a show featuring Tammy CBS screens 1961's "The Milconsecutive-day one - hour spe- wynette, George Jones and lionairess," starring Sophia Loren and Peter Sellers in Bercials on health; NBC airs the Faron Young.
Broadway
theater's
annual "Kraft Music Hall" on NBC nard Shaw's drama about love
Tony Awards, a look at Japan's repeats "The Sound of Burt and riches.
Tom Jones on ABC repeats a
exposition, a report on mentally Bacharach," with the composer
disturbed youth and one on appearing with Lena Horne and show featuring Joel Grey, Sandy
Trucking
whaling.
Tony Bennett In a program Shaw and the Ace
Company grow.
Highlights for April 19-25:
featuring many of his songs.
Dean Martin's NBC hour
SUNDAY
The Medical Center show
SUNDAY
CBS repeats "Israel- The Re- on CBS is an episode in which features James Stewart, Leslie
ality," a pictorial history of the two doctors clash over treat- Uggams and Dom DeLuise.
8:00 Glen Campbell(c)
6:30 Sunrise Semester (c)
12:00 News(c)
9:00 Mission: Impossible(c)
7:00 Tom & Jerry(c)
growth of Israel.
ment of a patient.
12:05 Singing'Convention (c)
7:30 Sego Bros. & Naomi (c) 10:00 News, Weather, Sports
"Directions," on ABC repeats The Johnny Cash show on
FRIDAY
12:30 As The World Turns (c)
10:30 World Of Sports(c)
"The Final Ingredient," David ABC features Burl Ives, Lynn
8:00 Carl Tipton (c)
NBC preempts "The High
1:00 Many-Splendored Thing (c)
10:35
Mery
8:30 Heaven's Jubilee(c)
Amram's Passover opera with -kaderson
Griffin (c)
and
the Glazer Chaparral" for "Expo '70:
1:30 Guiding Light(c)
a Nazi concentration camp Brothers.
9:30 Faith For Today(c)
World's Fair in Japan." Edwin
2:00 Secret Storm (c)
background.
10:00 Passover Special(c)
"CBS Reports" has the third, Newman is the network's guide
2:30 Edge 01 Night(c)
CBS repeats a special about and last, of its "Health in at the exposition in Osaka.
11:00 Pattern For Living
5:45 Country Journal(c)
3:00 Gomer Pyle, USMC (c)
the Harlem Globetrotters bas- America" programs, "A Ques11:30 Face The Nation (c)
6:00 News(c)
The CBS movie "The An;e
3:30 Gilligan's Island(c)
ketball team, with comedian tion of Survival."
12:00 Danny Thomas
6:30 Jake Hess(c)
Wore Red," starring Ave Gard4:00 Movie "Black Angel"
Soupy Sales as "coach."
12:30 To Be Announced
6:55 Morning Watch (c)
THURSDAY
ner and Dirk Bogarde in a story
5:30 News(c)
4:00 Stanley Cup - Hockey (c) 7:55 Wake Up With Jackie (c) 6:00 News,
The Disney repeat on NBC at NBC preempts "Daniel of romance during the Spanish
Weather, Sports(c)
7:30 is the story of a boy's de- Boone" for "The Whale Hunters Civil War.
8:00 Captain Kangaroo(c)
3:30 Outdoors(c)
6:30 Gunsmoke (c)
sire to become a member of the
8:30 Mike Douglas(c)
4:00 Spelldown (c)
"Mission Possible - They
7:30 Here's Lucy(c)
famed Vienna Boys' Choir.
4:30 Amateur Hour (c)
10:00 Andy Griffith (c)
Care for the Land" is a one8:00 Mayberry R.F.D.(c)
Opera --star Jan Peerce and
5:00 Public Affairs(c)
10:30 Love Of Life(c)
sour special on ABC Which
8:30 Doris Day(c)
•
the singing Everly Brothers are
5:30 News(c)
11:00 Where The Heart Is (c) 9:00 CBS News Special(c)
deals with the fight to save the
among the performers on Ed
6:00 Harlem Globetrotters (c) 11:25 News(c)
Florida Everglades.
10:00 News, Weather, Sports(
Sullivan's CBS hour at 8.
7:00 Ed Sullivan
11:30 Search For Tomorrow (c) 10:30 Mery Griffin (c)
NBC preempts "Bracken's
NBC presents a live telecast
World" "It's a Man's World,"
from the Mark Hollinger Theirlb sage Hugh O'Brian as
ater in New York of the annual
star Wet.
Tony Awards ceremony of the
SATURDAY
3:00 Movie "Lonely Are The 1:00 Newlywed Game(c)
Broadway theater. June AnAnother
NBC "American
1:30 Dating Game(c)
-Brave"
(c)
drews,
Walter Matihan
6:30 Agriculture(c)
Rainbow" morning show -Is
2:00 General Hospital (c)
Weather,
News,
Sports
(c)
10:00
Shirley MacLaine are co-hosts.
"The Inside World of Outer
7:00 Know Your
Bible(c)
Worship(
10:15 Movie "The Fall of The 2:30 One Life To Live(c)
MONDAY
7:30 House Of
Space." This feature on Americ).
3:00 Dark Shadows(c)
Roman Empire" Cc)
ABC's "It Takes a Thief"
8:00 Oral Roberts(c)
can Space achievements and
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies(c)
1:15 News(c)
reprises "The Three Virgins
8:30 America Sings(c)
ambitions is especially designed
Lucille
(c)
Ball
4:00
of
Rome,"
co-starring
Fred
9:00 Cathedral of Tomorrow(c)
for children.
McCoys
Real
4:30
Astaire.
MONDAY
A plot to steal three
NBC's major league baseball10:00 Hart Family(c)
5:00 News(c)
priceless paintings.
game at Zp.m. features Atlanta
10:30 Discovery (c)
6:30 McHale's Navy
5:25 Weather (c)
NBC preempts "Laugh-ln"too
11:00 World Tomorrow (c)
and Pittsburgh.
7:00 Bow (c)
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
repeat a special starring Diana
Play on final holes of the
11:30 Oak Ridge Boys(c) 8:50 Lucille Rivers(c)
6:00 News, Weather, Sports (c) Ross and the Supremes and the
third round of the Tournament
12:00 Passover Opera
9:00 Barbara Moore(c)
Takes
A
6:30
It
Thief
Temptation
(c)
s.
of Champions golf competition
1:00 NBA Play-Offs(c)
9:30 He Said, She Said (c)
7:30 Movie "The Endless StunThe ABC movie is "The Endat Rancho la Costa, Calif., will
3:00 At Issue(c)
10:00 Bewitched(c)
mer "(c)
less Summer," showing two
Wendell Lovett
be aired live by ABC.
3:30 Flipper (c)
10:30 That Girl(c)
9:30 Now-Report(c)
surfing acrobats traveling the
NBC has a "White Paper"
4:00 Movie "What Price Glory" 11:00 Best Of Everything (c)
10:00 News, Weather, Sports(c) world.
special,
"Cry Helpl," dealing
CC)
11:30 World Apart(c)
1030 Movie "The House on 92nd
NBC movie repeats "The Ti6:00 Land Of The Giants (c) 12:00 All My Children
with mentally disturbed youth.
(c)
Street"
ger and the Pussycat," starring
Manager
7:00 FBI(c)
12:30 Let's Make A Deal ( I2:15 Dick Cavett(c)
Vittorio Gassman, Eleanor ParOf
Leach's
Music
lour
see wan-litargaret.
ewe,
"CBS Reports" has the first
ation of Princeton, N.J., which of three one-hour documentar
ies
conducted the poll for "The Ad. dealing with the
Wendell Lovett is now the
nation's health
vocates," asked the participants and health services.
assistant manager of Leach's
to respond to the following:
ABC's "Now" has "No Depos- Music and TV in the Dixieland
Shopping Center, according to
"Many neighborhood schools it, No Return,"
examining
have children of only one race phase of the ecological one an announcement by store ownprob.
er, Sellars Leach.
because the neighborhood itself lem.
-pril 19, from 10 to 11p.m.EST,
Lovett is the son of Mr. and
LOS ANGELES - Sixty-five will feature Yale professor - aut- Is that way. In order to have InTUESDAY
Mrs. Gentry Lovett and is a
per cent of the American people hor Alexander M. Bickel, Wash- tegrated schools, redrawing the
In the "Lancer" episode on
are °wised to altering school ington Post columnist William lines of school districts and bus- CBS a fortune teller's predic- 1962 graduate of Calloway
districts and busing to achieve Raspberry, Prof. Henry Levin ing of children to schools outside tion of doom for the Lancers County High School.
He accompanies the Journeyintegration. Only 22 per cent of Stanford University and North their neighborhoods has been su- coincides with some misforQuartet of Calvert City in
men
ggested.
Would
you
be
for
or aga- tunes.
favor these steps, and the plan Carolina Superintendent of Pubpiano and will be giving piano
found least favor in the Midwest. lic Instruction A. Craig Phillips, inst busing children and redrawThe CBS Red Skelton repeat instruction at Leach's beginning school district lines to attain
These findings are based on
all opposed.
is a show featuring Martha ing May 1.
integrated schools?"
national public opinion poll conRaye and the Vogues.
Dr. Herman Goldberg, chairBesides the 65 per cent total
ducted for "The Advocates," man of President Nixon's Nat"Movie of the Week" en ARC
against
the
proposals,
22
per
which is presenting a two-part ional Advisory Council on Educerepeats this season's "The Spy N•ci, thanks
cent
favored
them
and 13 per Killer," starring Robert Horton
live television debate on the sch. don of the Disadvantaged and suool desegregation issue from perintendent of schools in Roch. cent has no precise opinion. The and Jill St. John in a counterresults by sex were: men - 23
KCET here.
espionage story.
ester, N.Y., is serving as "the
NI1INTRLNI. (I PI) .Air canin favor, 68 against and 9 had no
Part one, telecast April 12, man faced with
choice" for opinion;
ada is not au.nitis to make
women - 22 in favor,
featured Massachusetts Commi- the two-part program.
spokesman
62 against and 16 per cent tied South - 19 in favor, 70 against MOIL: hi
ssioner of Education Neil Sully
"The Advocates" poll was takfor the airline.
van, Dade County (Fla.) School en between March 27 and April no opinion.
and 11 had no opinion; Midwest
-There have•licen reports that
Board Chairman G. Holmes Br- 4 and represented a nationwide in the regional findings, it - 17 in favor, 68 against and 15
adilock and Mrs. Electra Price sampling based on 1,063 adults was indicated that the South abd had no opinion, and West - 24 we are planning to non iiiarter
of Oakland, Calif., who has work- in telephone households in U. S. West were almost equally oppo- In byte', 69 against and 7 per flights.to Cuba,- the spstkeS111•111
seed. "But they are. wrong. AVe
ed with the American Friends cities, towns and rural communi- sed to the integration proposals, cent had no precise opinion.
were -approaf•hed b twii groups
Service Committee, all in favor ties. A total of 532 men and the Northeast most in favor of
"The Advocates," a 39-part
nto,who asked what our
them and the Midwestleast in fav- series of debates on major issu- in T
of busing.
531 women participated.
Part two, to be telecast Sunday. The Opinion Research Corpor- or of redistricting and busing, es of the day, is made possible rates for such iliarter flights
The results were:
by grants from the 1--or:'°un- would be. I nder the air 'reguNortheast - 33 in favor, 53 dation and the Corporativ: for lations, we had to quote them a
price.
If they want to
go
against and 14 had no opinion; Public Broadcasting:
through with tlic charter. We will
then be obliged to seek the - pro-

WLAC-TV Schedule
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Channel 4
Channel I
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By JACK GAYER

Channel 5

VISIX-TV Schedule Channel

0
Ila 0

AP-Flk

1
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12
1

00 News: Mm, , Sots N-vn, Wihr ; Sports News; Wthr.;
Sports
30 Hlati Chaparral
Adventure
The Flying Nun
,cio High Chaparral
Adventure
The Brady Bunch
:30 Name of the Gym* Hogan's Heroes
The Ghost and Mrs.Mulf
00 Name of the Game Mocior
Here Come the Brides
:30 Name of the Game "Love Me or Leave Here
Come the Brides
:00 Nashville Music
AW'
Love, American Style
:30 Del Reeves
Movie
Love, American Style
.00 News Wit,: Sots. Nitwit Wilt. Sports
News Wig.; Soon-ti
:10 The Tonight Show
Perry Matson
Movie:
:00 T'h• Tonight Shoo Perry Masan
"Nightfall"
.30 The Tonight Show Perry Mason
Move*
:00Th. Avengers
Perry Mason
The Dick Cavetf Show
:30 IN, Avengers
The Dick Cavan Show
mock*:
"The Unholy Wife" The Dick Cavett Show
el;
Movie

SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
,,• :co Agriculture

USA
:30 Farm Digest
:00 Heckle and Jerk:,
:30 Hackla and Jackie
• :00 Here's the Grurno
IR .30 The Pink Panther
el :00 H. it Pufnstuf
7 :33 The Banana Splits
ask :00 Adventure Hour
%.0 :30 The Flintstones
1 :00 Jambs
I .30 Underdog
0
d
/

il
1

Sunrise Semester
Samson
The JetsOns
Ads' of Gulliver
Bugs Bunny
Smoker the Bear
Road Runner
Chattanooga Cats
Dastzedly IL Muffler Chattanooga Cats
Wacky Races
Hot Wheels
Scooby Doo, Where
The Hardy Boys
Archie Comedy Hour Sky Hawks
Archie Comedy Hour Georfle of Jungle
The Monkees
Get It Together
CBS Children's Theatre American Bandstand

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

Mr. Roberts
12 1:ri,,,
I
•

41
J.
2

a
A

-12
c
7

Lbb Children's Theatre Amer icon Bandstand
-tonne Quest
WO School Quiz
:03 Baseball:
Present Thank You
Roller Derby
:30 Boston vs.
Skippy
Rotor Derby
:00 Detroit
Storting Life
Soul of the City
:30 Baseball
'Turn On
Wells Fargo
110 Baseball
CBS Golf Classic
All Star Wrestling
:30 Baseball
CBS Golf Classic
All Star Wrestling
7 00 New Or leans
CBS Golf Classic
Wide World 0 Sports
3() Open Grill
Something Else
Wide world of Sports
,I10 wilburn Bros. Show Ali Amer, Col. Show wide World
of Sports
:30 Porter Wagoner
Reiner Mudd News
Fall City Fishing Shag
r

.

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

&'' :oo

News: *What swim An-svarwresmno
Lester Platt Show
:30 Andy Williams Show Jackie Gleason Show Let's Make A Deal
IR
me :00 Andy Williams Show Jackie Gleason Show The Newlywed Game
:30 Adam12
I
- My Threat Sens
Lawrence Welk Show
• :00 Merle:
Green - ACM
Lawrence Welk Show
0 :30 "Balled of Jaske". ,, Pewter- -airoome-- -eiweise.egeserits=_
-___ ,
.:se Moyle
deem Valley Did
.
Lennon Sisters
V
le movie
.• •
Weekend Report
The Bill Anderson Show
The Buck Owens Show
10 TO '7h
atIrs
es
e
"s6.4g.
ttilc
Moyle:
I :00 Movie:
'Perry Mason
"Cowboy"
I le -Gursiorit Ridge" Perry Mason
Movie
VI :OD Movie
Moak,'
IMO.
a. :30 Movie
"All at $ea"
ABC WWII
,
1

,tinrile

1

amo.i.

11

LOW.

Wendell Lovett Now
Assistant

Two-Thirds Of Nation Opposes
Busing, According To Survey

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
Come

To

HAZEL CAFE
and

Try Our

CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
(Call For Reservations)
Private Dining Room
7 Days a Week
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
- J. C. GALLIMORE * FRESH

KY. LAKE

'The wide-awake bank makesitallsoeasy.

a.

a

per permits from

WALLIS DRUG

and

Cuban

we're

not

the Canadian

governments.

But

scratching for the

business."

Phone 7111-11111
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
We Nave It— We Will Get It —Or
It Can't Is kid

(Chartering an 'kir Canada jet
to

Cuba

would

ellhi around

$30,

FARM POND SURVEY
The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
'Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
, what to do. They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
Its a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need-and use-our Service. So we
knoW all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
eo. help, medical bills, educational expenses.
-3 And we know how to tailor repayment
programs to their.prodtiction and income.
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year -with 'a seasoned Money
pro: the man at PCA

nt4e)
•S'

-Jackson Purchase Production
Credit.Assocjation
.Keys _Keel, Office Manager.
305 North 4th &feet

The information below is needed for a state-wide Survey
on harm ponds stocked by the Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
POND OWNER
ADDRESS
PHONE

Please Fill Out and Mail This Form to:

BANKOF MURRAY

Jerry D. Maupin
Conservation Officer
509 S. 6th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone 33aiff?

•SH-.1, 110 Lean SW*.

.•

a
'5

es.

5414 ...-Teettees
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Master
Commissioner's Sale

—MS KRAY, KENTUCKY

THE
FAMILY LAWY

NOTICE Of SALE
THE COMMONV/EALTH OF
IDINTUCKY, Calloway Circuit
fain A ,ourt ruled they could not.
Court lad-State Booms. Int.
The court said that since they had
Plaintiff,
an honest effort to be helpVERSUS
Moralists accuse the modern man' made had used reasonable care
Peggy
and
ful,
and
Brawner
H.
Jerry
•
of a growing tendency to avert his
bore no blame
Brawier; Jim Waiter Corpora- eyes from the fallen stranger and in doing so, they
oeS of the law.
the
in
Defendant.
Um
to shut his ears to the cry for help. Of L otirSe, in a particular situa- ARD SALE: You won't believe
the things we are going to
a "Bad Samaritan" is pressed
When
bystander might hove a
By virtue of • Ix/dowel and for an explanation he will usually tion,
Friday and Saturday, April
legitimate motive for not interferorder of sale of the Calloway say:
18, at the home of Wiling. 1 or instance, prudence may 17 end
Circun Court rendered at the
"I didn't want to get involved." deter him from trying to tackle sec Farley on the ()accord Hwy.
1970,
thereof
Tenn
2s
Minh
bean armed robber. Ignorance may lust Inside the city limits
in the above cause, for the sum
fore you get to the bridge.
aid.
first
giving
from
him
deter
Hundred
of Six Thougand Two
WANTED: Used Volkaiwagen,
Here are just a few of the
But if he does hold back, he
Ninety It and 20/100 ($,295 awns...Craftsman's wood USED l'RAILERS. Located in around 1960 modal, must be
many
good
for
a
do
so
least
at
should
on
30) Dollars, with interest at the
trailer
part
Highway,
East
and sufficient reason. An exagger- lathe; strait razors; electric fans; eat up, ready to rent for an in- in gocel mechanical shape.Phone
rate of six per cent per annum
753-31.10.
A-1114
ated fear of legal liability is not a 4 matching oak chairs; odd vestment or occupy
from the 3rd din of Am* 1989,
yourself at
chairs; iron ware; crockware;
good and sufficient reason.
until paid and its cost therein
kits of glass were; &Pruden tw June 8. Must sell now beI shall proceed to otter for sale
glaw; cabbage rose pattern; su- fore new lease signed. Phone
door
in
at the Court House
gar bucket bottles; horse col- 7534202 after 6:00 p.
Murray, Kentucky, to the highRA-17-C WANTED: crib and play pen
(brass knobs); round top
lar
for nursery for Grove Baptist
est bidder, at public auction on
trunk; dolls; Ithaca model 37, PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin. Chinch. Phone 753-6176 or 753the 27th day of April, 1970, at
16 gauge pump gins; exhaust Rent or buy. Used, new pianos. 41017A-20C
1:30 O'clock p. m, or therebond stove; clothes, 6 to 14; Across from Post Office, lonerabout, upon a credit of six more
All too often what he really
bard
to
find
items
too
other
do Piano Co„ Paris, Tows.
ths, the /Wowing dem-nixed pro- meant is:
numerous to mention, but all
H-A-17-C
, to-wit;
"I didn't want to get sued."
A-174
priced to sell!!!!!!.
of
Ball
the
Wast
A pwt of
This fear of a lawsuit has gotSEAFORD'S Lawn & Gerdes
1950 CHEVROLET %Aloe truck. Equipment, Route
the Northwest Quarter of Sec- ten out of hand. The fact is that,
1, Becton has
good
condition,
2235.00.
1963
East
tion 14, Tim. 1, lige. 5
in terms of legal liability, getting
Anew Sensational Riders, GilChevrolet
four
doze
wagon,
and in particuler, described involved is simply not that danson & Anew tillers, Sensationstraight shift, six cyclinder, good al mini-bikes,
is follows: Ceenmencing at gerous. A successful suit gainst the
and Pouliot Chain
rubber and meAlanigoily, $235.- Sews. Phone
the North section line of the person who lends a helping hand
4374412. A-17-C
00. Two 900 x 15 tube type
mid Northwest Quarter and is actually a rarity. The notion that
white wall tires, like new, $15 ONE 23" sod one 24" bicycle
on the East edge of the right he is responsible, in case anything
each. One 40 gallon Wagoner and one medium tricycle. Phone
of way of the Ridge Rend, (a goes wrong, is just not so.
gas hot water beater, $20.00. 753-2677.
True he can usually be held licounty pievei road), thence
A46-C
Four 10 ft. fluted antique porch
South with the East side of able for, say, gross negligence—
columns,
tractor
with
A-1,
IfARMALL
diesel
$10.00 each. One
said road 660 feet to a stake
lot antique glair poet, (4 ft) Bone equipment, model 460,
where we reached the ballitt' just as we all can in our everyday
135.00. Phone 753-2700. A-21-C lass than 50 hours nieggvegen. leg point; thaw South pet. activities. For instance, a .motorist
injured. pedeiffrian-To tU.
piete overhaul. Will help with
anel with Wd
FOX TERRIER male. Rat Ter- financing. Pillow 489.3691 afhospital
may
.
be
held
Rake
if, by
the East elde of said road 260
rier
puppies,
driving
$15.00
recklessly,
he
causes
a
coleach.
Nice ter 6:00 p. as.
A-30-C
feet to a stoke, thence East
pets for children. Call 753-2963.
836 feet to the center of said lision that worsens the injured
man's condition.
A-17-C ONE BROOD sow, will farrow
quarter artion and the West
But if. there is no negligence.
June lat. One coming two years TRANSPLANT CHAMP — Individe of Dewey Coleman's prothere is no liability. Take this case:
1020 JOHN DEERE tractor, 60 old, middle bred filly. Phone anapolis schoolteacher Louis
perty, thence North with said
A woman getting off a stool at
B. Russell (a b o v e) is the
hours. With three piece equip- Purples, Tenn- 347-6458.
aster line 260 feet to a a lunch counter lost her balance
. Phew 435-6172 after 7:00
A-16.0 heart transplant champ as
-Wake, thence West 838 feet and fell to the 1100f. Two men,
in.
A-20-P
of April 8. On that date the
to the beginning poise, con- coming to her aid, tried to help
230 - pound six - footer had
taining 5 acres, more or less. her over to a chair. But she suddent. USE AND LOT. Lot 175' x Music Man
MIDI—Wearing a midi gown 180'. Also duplex, including
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — lived 593 days with a transFor the purchase price, the ly grew faint and slipped out of for the first time, Mrs. Pat
tare, 100' x 380' kit, beli- French composer Armand planted heart. Dr. Philip
their grasp, falling again to the
purchaser must execute bond, floor.
Nixon peers at an exhibit at
e west of city Limits on Lynn Seggian will write the musical Blaiberg, South African den.with approved securities, bear
the Metropolitan Museum of
Could
the
two
men
be
held
legalhighway (94). Also 1963 score for Arlene Dahl's new tist, lived 592 days with a
mg legal intercat frcm the day
Art in New York.
transplanted heart.
ly liable for the woman's second
.
Call
7524987.
A-20-C movie,"The Big Bankrole."
of sale, until paid, sod having
the force and effect of a judg
ment. Bidders will be prepared
to comply promptly with these
terms. (Purchaser is given right
and privilege tx pay canii•and ac- PEANUTS
Soberest at any these be.rie the tax (6) menthe expire).
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Ore*. Coast
134TC

"Bad Samaritans"

OSAKA RESCUE—Firemen place an injured man on a stretcher inbsaka, Japan, during rescue operations where a series
of gas explosions and fire killed, nearly 100 persons. Osaka
is the site of Expo 70, the current world's fair. (Cabiephoto)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Lubricate
.4-Floating with.
- water
-Ie
- -4-Detinite artic
12-Exist
13-Yellow in hue
14-Carpet
15-Trod
17-Solicding
earnestly
19-TranSgress
20-Confirmation
21-Walk
2344ebrevo letter
24-Egyptian native
27-Pronoun
28-Athletic group
30-Roman tyrant
31-Sun god
32-Time of day
34-Pronoun
35-Slave
37-Melody
38-Toll
39-Transactions
41-Symbol tor
tellurium
42--Hatriess
43-Drinks heavily
45-Small rug
46-Dried plums
48-Separated
51-Possessive
Pronoun
52-Chemical
compou
ai
d
54 Man's nn
55-Golf mou
56-College
officials
57 Hurried

5-Small lump
6-Symbol for
ginn
7-Urge on
13-LCWiliegged_
. brrti _
9-Insignificant
thing
10-Vandal
11-Urge on
16-Gratuity
18-Proceeding
20-Member of pea
nonay (PO
21-Fragment
22-Plague
23-Saucy
25-Bay window
26-Carried
28-Preposition
29 Possessive
pronoun
32-Gourd

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

MO GO MGOZO
B020.30 MOMMUM
OM glagMAMBI 00
EIA BROW ZOUN
firfifin
R0002 E3690A DO
0135111 OHIL40
OSOU OMORM
2110
if
0000
.
ONWEd MOO VO
DU WOOD000 00
f2SEIOUS MOURS
0101.M4In Ntg LZIOL4
33-Compass point
36-Essence
38-More these
40-f-taste
42 Prohibit
44-Actual being
45-Planet
46 Vessel

47-Regret
.
48 Writing
implement
49-Guido's high
note
50-Noise
53-Symbol for
tantalum

Look at this th
This nearly new
has been reduced
Three bedroom b
from Murray. Cen
place.
W. have two new
central heat and
loan.
Pour bedroom b
baths, one year ol.
Three bedroom br
Mg room and tam
Apartment bulidi
month income.
Year around brick
Waterfront lot.
Kirkwood Drive, 1
baths. Central heat
Another new Heti
and family room. 1
at 0%.
At IMO N. leth St
Modest price. Ano
bey in a two
about this place. $
On Highway 14 Is
brick veneer on 1%
fireplace, central b.
Has everything.
New three bed Estates. French P
large family room
Duplex. Three .
Double garage. This
Beautiful one year o
ray. All carpet, bu
nke trees.
Two bedroom frame
$9,000.00.
Four bedroom from
ly a little work to ..
340 Acre farm. N
two good tobacco .
The price is right.
Thirty five *ere •
modern equipment.
three different ways
24 acres near Elm
with well. Here Is a
50 acm farm with r
cord. Rouse has two
Pet, built-ins.
Two story lake (rent
wooded lot.
Thirty five aeries id!
Two low priced c
spent. Both are new
cation cottages.
Throe waterfront
Twenty two acres
Good water view,
Another waterfront
Beautiful stone home
fireplaces, full basem.
Just listed, near My
Nke 2 bedroom with
er, garbage disposal,

by Charles M.Schulz

Cast addition
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — New
York actor John Bottoms has
been added to the cast of the
"Traveling Executioner" for
M-G-M.

DOWN
1-Grain
2 Anger
3 Fewer
4-Solar disk

New Listing; 401
brick, central hes
Another new Listi
five acres, I% ..
conditioner.

y United Feature SYndicate,

— E-RoViE

LONDON
TOKYO

CARS OF
DISTINCTION

WE NEED NEW
If you want to
us for a free a
For more Informs
APR -17

c 5 P. OM

•Ibro Sn

Wr.. Pew*, 5,sdice., Owe

Abbie 'N Slats

971 CADILLAC Coupe DeV11145. Full po- 945 OLDSMOBILE 11 Co nvertibi e.
Double power,and factory air. One
wer and factory air. Tilt and teleowner. local car, 49,000 actual miles.
scope steering wheel. AM-FM stereo
"It's a honey."
radio, brass hat. Low mileage, one
6
owner.
964 VOLKSWAGEN. Local car. "It's a
Jim Dandy."
1969 OLDSMOBILE Delta N 4-Dr. Hardtop. Double power and factory air.
193 MG Convertible. Local car. "Red as
One owner Tennessee car. 11,000 aca fox."
tual miles. "Clean as new."
1942 OLDSMOBILE F-15 2-Dr. V-8, automatic. Weekend Special! __ $215.41

Ga

by R. Van Buren
I'LL BE SATISFIED T' TI'LL BE
GLAD
TAKE IT OUT IN TRADE.
70.
JUST TROT THESE FRESH
EGGS CXYNN T' 'THE
TEL AN' WE'LL
CALL IT EVEN.

I
N'T MIND YER ETUNKTFr
MY CHICKEN 140USE YOUNG
FELLER, BUT I F1GGER
YDU OWES ME A
NIGHT'S LODGiNV

Real

DID C.B. SAY WHY
HE WANTED TO
SEE US SO BADLY
THE FIRST THING
THIS MORNING
POP?

At 518 West M•
Business Phone 7517
917; Louise Bake
Pren

POI MINT

ow—s.401h

SOON TO ARRIVE!! .
1967 CADILLAC S•d a n DeVlile. Full
power and factory air. One owner 1964 BUICK Skylark Sport Wagon. Six
passenger, double power and facKentucky car. "Clean as a whip."
tory air, 45,000 actual miles. "Clean
1964 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. Full
8111 Dew."
power and factory air. "Nice."

Sanders Purdom

TrVp FO'YORE
ANNUALTRIP TO TH'
HOP!; 0'PLENT•I"
V-iC)S'

englIT
-11119rY)
1 pr,

—TOGIT
109tE.PAPP`i
SOME HORN

REMOVER!!

NE-BEDROOM furn
. Zimmerman
nU, South 18th Street P
534609.
A
0-BEDROOM hone wi
rage en Calloway As'
hone 753-5831.
FURN SHED apat:ment,
small rc. ms and bath. W
mall carpet, air-,onditi
Dc n.t en 1c.cati n. Couple
Refere n •:es req
fe rrc d
Phone 753-1251 after 5:00
A

Jim Kuykendall
Salesman
1406 Main Street

More
Classified Ads

Phone 753-5315

.

-Page Ten

AGE ELEVEN

THE LEDGER

&

IE*90,71-941.

'87 BUICK Special, 4-door, standard transmiasion, 10,000 miles,
needs body work. Drive away
for $693.00. Call 436-5570.
A-17-C

77/1101/9/1THE
UAL INTATII PO* SALE

New Listing; 401 North 10th Street. Three bedroom
brick, central heat and air and family room
Another new Listing. Nice two bedroom frame home on
five acres, VA mile from Murray. Electric heat and air
conditioner.

4

Leek at this three bedroom on West Dogwood Drive.
This neatly new throe bedroom brick on Wiswell Road
has been reduced to $18,800.00. Here is a real good buy.
Three bedroom brick VIMS410f on two acre lot. 1% miles
from Murray. Central heat. Large living room with fireplace.
W• have two now duplexes, two bedrooms each, carpet,
central hest and air, large Iota and large transferable
loan.
Pour bedroom brick veer. Central heat and air, two
baths, one year old. Priced at only $26,500.00.
Three bedroom brick veneer, central heat and air, living room and family room. Two baths. $25,000.00.
Apartment building at 1311 Main Street. $800.00 per
month income.
Year around brick at Panorama Shores. Three bedrooms.
Waterfront lot.
Kirkwood Drive, 1515. Lovely three bedroom with two
baths. Central heat and air. A new listing.
Another new listing. 808 Guthrie Drive. Three bedroom
and family room. Pi baths. Large loan can be astunied
at 61(o.
At 800 N. 10th Street. A nice two bedroom brick at a
modest_ price. Another new listing.
Keal buy in a two bedroom at Hazel. Brick veneer. Ask
about this place. $11,500.00.
On Highway 84 East, we have a beautiful three bedroom
brick veneer on Iti,acre landscaped lot. Large den with
fireplace, central het and air. Two car heated garage.
Has everything.
New three bedroom brick veneer in Gatesborrugh
Estates. French Provincial design. Carpet, two baths,
large family room and attached garage.
Duplex. Three bedrooms on one side, two on other.
Double garage. This is truly a nice place.
Beautiful one year old Hi-hovel about 10 miles from Murray. All carpet, builtins, double garage. Large lot with
nice trees.
Two bedroom frame on two acre lot. Nice small home.
80,000.00.
Four bedroom frame on two ere near town. Needs only a little work to make this a very nice place. $9,500.00.
340 Acre farm. New modern frame home. Good fence,
two good tobacco barns. 200 acres good tendable land.
The price is right.
'Thirty five acre hog farm. Five miles from town. All
modern equipment. This farm can be bought two or
three different ways.
24 ere near Elm Greve Church. Has good building site
witItspell. Here is a real bargain for lament.
SO acre farm with real nice frame house near Nes Concord. House has two baths. Here is a real good buy. Caret, built-ins.
Two story lake front cottage. Beautiful view and on large
wooded lot.
Thirty Re acres adjoining TVA Contour.
'Two low priced cottages at Kentucky Lake Development. Both are new and will make good weekend or ncation cottages.
Three waterfront tote at Pine Bluff Shores.
Twenty two acres wooded land adjoining Chandler Park.
Good water view.
Another waterfront lot in Lakeynay Shores.
Beautiful stone home on two acre wooded lot. Has two
fireplaces, full basement, central heat and air.
Just listed, near Murray State University, 1202 Killer.
Nice 2 bedroom with formal dining room, air conditioner, garbage disposal, newly decorated and priced right.
WE NEED NEW LISTINGS. . PEOPLE ARE
BUYING HOUSES!
If you want to sell, now is a good time. Call
us for a tree appraisal.
For more information on any of the above listing,
CALL

Guy- Spann
Real Estate Agency

0-BEDROOM duplas apart.
TIC
Phone 733-7850.
FATLY furnished apartment.
, kitchen and den. One
or couple only. Located
00 So. 13th St., Kelly's Pest
A47-C
trol.
NE-BEDROOM furnished •
. Zimmerman Apart
nts, South 16th Street. Phoot
A-17-C

sumo.

0-BEDROOM hone with ga
rage en Calloway Avenue
1TP
hone 753-5801.
TRASHED apar:rnent, its
small re, ms and bath. Wall-too all carpet, air-;endititned.
D..ona. on lc.catin. Ccuple preferred. Referen•:es required.
Phone 753-12.57 after 5:00 p.
A-20-C

More
Classified Ads
on
Page Ten

AUTOS FOR SALO

UAL ESTATE Pot SALM

INEVICIS OPPERSO

KENIANA SHORES-80' x 300'
and larger lake lota-Lake access, central water, some with
lake view. As little as $895 with
Mall down payment. Phone
436-6330 for directions.
144-17-C

KELLY'S PEST CONTROL Terinites-eat your home. Roaches
-carry germs. Spiders-are
poison. For free inspection call
Lilly's Pest Control 753-4914,
hi hours • day.
TIC

A CORNER LOT. 13th and 01,
ive, seed foe four apartment%
$6750.00. Phone 7536302 after
6:00 p. m.
H-A-17-C

WANTED: Lawns to mow. Phone
7334090 after 3:30 p. m. TTNC

NEW DATSUN
TRADE4NS
1969 DATSUN 4-clooe'eedan
only 7,000 miles. T
car is nice. Save $700.
00.

1967 OLDS 98 Luxury sedan
with all power and factory air.
BergandY with beige vinyl rooL
1968 Buick Skylark with factory
air and power, with black vinyl
roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station, corner of 8th and Main.
A-17--C
1964 OLDS 88 four door sedan
with air and power. 1963 Pontiac station wagon whit factory
air and all power. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main.
A-17-C

SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
1983 FORD four door sedan,
small appliances repaired and
1967 DATSUN, 4-door StaGalaxie 500. Burgaiuly with
pad tools sharpened. 312 R.
tion Wagon, only 32,
beige top. 1959 Buick four door
South 12th Street, Phone 753miles, radio and heater
LOT 770, located at Pine Bluff
"‘seden. Just like a new car. Real
8087.
MarlIC
real nice. Only $1050.00
Shores. Call 443-2174. Coutact:
sharp. 1965 GbfC pick-up truck.
Dela, Eipson, 2200 Bridge St.,
Real nice, six cylinder. Cain
1967 DATSUN, 4-door StaPaducah. Ky.
A414
) SWIMMING POOLS serviced
and Taylor Gulf Station, corner
tion Wagon, low mile- of 6th
and repaired. All types new
and Main.
A-17-C
TWO-YEAR-OLD brick heel. pool construction. Free estimatage, automatic transCentral air and beat, paneled es. Call collect: 1-8864353.
mission, radio and heat- 1969 G. T. OPEL, 102 K P.. 13,den and kitchen, large carpet- Western Kentucky Pool
er. Only $1095.00.
000 miles, 30 miles to gallon,
Co,
ed living room, three nice size Inc., Skyline Dr., Hopkinsville,
four-speed synchromesh transbedrooms, carpeted. two baths, Kentucky.
A-30-C 1966 DATSUN, 4-door sedan, mission. Call 753-3321 or after
utility room and carport. Phone
real economy car, up to five p. in.call 1-354-8131.
A-17-C
753-9922.
30 mile per gallon of
A-18-C
WILL DO farm work part time.
gas. Real nice car, $7173-BY OWNER: Three-bedroom trim 1:00 p. m. till 6:00 p.
00.
brick house on Dodson. Low Oall James Sills at 753-3056,
1967 BUICK LaSabre four door
down payment, transferrable or 753-8830 after 5:00 p. m.
White with black vinyl
sedan.
sound
Nan. Phone 7534164.
A-32-C
A-17-P 1966 SEMICA, good
with
factory Na- and powroof,
transportation. Special,
er. 1967 Chrysler New Yorker
LOT for sale on Pine Bluff
only $695.00.
four door hardtop with factory
Shores. Phone 753-8599. A-18C WILL WALK or bathe dogs,
air and power. Cain and TayThane 7534818.
VAN, 6-cylinCHEVY
1965
BY OWNER: Six rooen house,
lor -Gulf Station, corner of 6th
Nice,
$895.00.
der.
A-17-C
bedrooms, two Cull bathe, 1 • and Main.
living room, dkung room, kitCustom
8,
t44on
11.0BILE Home central air-con- 1964 FORD
1967 BUIC:K Skylark four dee
well to Nadi carpeting,
• overdrive, radio, heater, hardtop with black vinyl roof
plenty cf closet space, walk in ditioning. Factory authorised
and Custom Cab.
with factory air and power. New
dose xi master bedroom, elec- dealer for Colenum-letenotional
set of tires. 1965 Volkawages.
flees, parts, sertric heat, lots of storage space. Duo-T
CHEVY 3/4-ton Custom 1966 Chevrolet Impala four door
Located1114 Pcp!ar Street. Low vice. Firancing available. Jim's 1968
Camper, pick-up, Turbo- sedan with factory air and powdown paymena, balance in pay- Heating and Air Conditioning,
tnstismis- er steering. Cain and Taylor
Hydrarnatic
ments. Plicate 753-2335 or 436- Rees, Tennessee, 901442-4589
SLOCI, power steering, Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and
H-1TC
5879.
A-20-C
power brakes, factory Mein.
A-17-C
air conditioning, west
1984
PONTIAC
Booneville
with
NOTICE
coast Mirrors, big tires,
NOTICE
large step bumper, 15,- black vinyl roof. All power and
factory air. 1984 Ford four door
000 miles. Like new.
Oo 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,0 0,1, 0,0 0.% 0,1g. 0,0 0.0 0,0
(g
Sedan. Local oar. Cain and TayIg
IA
(g
II
C,
rg;
fg
Ig
ci
1966 AUSTIN-HEALY Sprite. lor Gulf Station, corner of 6th
arid Main.
A-17-C
Special $595.00.

Amazing Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running

1968 -2000" DATSUN Roadster, 135 H. P., 5-speed
transmission. Only $1,895.00.

'FAN 4-PLY DYNACOR RAYON

Every-

thing

LASSITER-MCKINNEY

810 Sycamore

Ph 753.7114
A-17-C

NOTICE

wAsmaa

HOOVER
Only
Spin Dr'yeir Combination
Mahcgany Finish
Ideal For Trailer
or Apartment
$179.95
Regular price
1129.95
SALE
BILBREY'S
CAR .% HOME SUPPLY
753 5617
210 E. Main

Only An Expert
Can Tell You For Sure
TERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY
Almost every home in the nation is threatened with Myatt.Jon, or has already been invaded by termites
They may reveal their presence through visible destruction
but more often their work goes unseen.
You could be totally unaware of the fact that thousands of
termites had invaded and were feeding in the under-structure of your home . . traveling through the foundation
. . and Infesting the ground under your expensive landscaping.
CALL US FOR FREE INSPECTION
TERMITE INSPECTION AND TERMITE PROOFINGj
REQURES THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL OP A
PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL OPERATOR
Our job is to find termites, destroy their coionles and prevent their recurring In your home. We know their habits.
where they attack and how to termite proof for long range
protection.

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Murray. Ky.
100 South 13th Street
Phone 753-3914, Day or Hight
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED OVER 20 YEARS
INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
LICENSED BY STATE OF KENTUCKY
MEMBER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
P.5.-As a homeowner or potential builder of a new hone,
remember; treatment during construction usually ctoto
only Si of 1% of the total building cost 11 you don't treat
during construction and termites develop in your home.
the corrective mesoires (exclusive of damage repairs)
usually cost about 1% of the toteLlauildbut value.

NOTICE For the many Inquiries we have had concerning the opening of our Mini-Bike Track and the
forming of a Club.
Due to the weather we are running behind
time. The track is almost ready and the bikes are
here and ready to roll.
We have Mini Bikes for rent or sell.
Plan to join us and have some tun. For all the
kids and grown-ups, too.

10 CALASIDAll Desk Ass&
sad refills are now available et
Ow Labs,a Ouse Moe Iwo
pts alma
TAW
ELECTROLUX SALES & &srvioe, Box 113, Murray, Ky., C.
Sanders. Phone 30402
Lynnville. Koonadry.
May44

HELP WARMS,

FIRST IN MURRAY
(CONSIGNMENT AUCTION)
WANTED:.Baby sitter for one- To be held Friday night. APIS
half day !Or five days. Phone 17th at 8:4 located on 5th
Phone 753-5862
Corner of 6th & Main
492-8157.
Street downtown neer People
mite
Bank next door to Shroat Meat
0,00
•••,
0,"
0
0,
•
0,0
0,0
0,,
0,..)
,
0,0
0,0
0.0
0,,
0,s
,
0,5
Mkt. $10,000 new furniture, cono 0 o
0 0 0 0
,
WANTED: Retired man for sisting of bedroom mites, livcleaning, stock room work and ing room suites, glass tap tasome kitchen work. Approxi- bles and chairs. Antique's conFOB SALE
FOR SALA
mately 40 hours per week. Must sisting of Oak library table, old
be in good health, neat appear- books, picture frames, pressed
DIAMONDS are a girl's best 10-GALLON Aquarium, p um p ing and able to furnish good
glass pieces, Germany marked
friend-until she finds- Blue
, light cover, fish and ac references. No phone calls. Ap• plates and many other items.
Lustre for cleaning carpets.
ply
in
person
to
Colonial House We will receive goods to be
lea. Make offer. Call 753
Rent electric shampooer $1. Bag
A-23C sold on April 16th and 17th.
5.
A-17-C Smorgasbord.
K.
A-I&C
Hours--10:00 a. in. to 3:00 p. an,
1963 HONDA, 50 CC, new tires,
If you have good items to sell
runs
good,
$75.00.
Phone 436- WANTED: Analytic laboratory bring in on above
TURKEYS, ducks, chickens,
dates A-17-C
A-17-C technician
with
Guineas and ring neck doves. 5570.
chemistry
COMMONWEALTH OF
schooling or chemical analysis
See Hubert Alexaoder, three 1-29-GALLON,
4-10-galloo, background
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT
or spectograph
miles south of Sedalia, phone 1-5-gallon complete
aquarium
OF HIGHWAYS
' A-18-P
3284563.
set ups, including fish. Call 753 ray for metallurgical analysis. NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
8082 between 9:00 end 10:00 Contact: D. R. O'Dell, Personnel, Manager, Airco Alloys and Sealed bids will be received
-ton
CASH and C..WY: Big 2
A-17-C Carbide, Alloys Operation, Cal- by the Department of Highways,
P. 1110
load of carpet backed up to our
COINS,
dimes. vert City, Kentucky. Phone 395- at its office -Frankfort, Kenpennies,
nickels,
door. Assorted colors and styles,
00 A. M. Eastern
4143. "An equal opportunity em- tucky, un
some full rolls, big room Mee, quarters, halves. Call 753-80112 1
on the 6th day
ployer".
A-23-C Daylight
pieces, cutoffs close outs. Val- between 9:00 and 10:00 p. in
of M
I,t at which tee bids
A-17-(
ues to $8.85 per sq. yard elsewill
T
opened and
where, our PriceX2-99 per eff
read for the improvement of:
NOTICE
NOTICE
yard for anything on truck while
CALLOWAY COUNTY, SP
it lasts. Paschall's Discount
Murstatreayuni-Ne: Concordy m)
CosicordHouse, Hazel, Ky. 492-0733.
Tennessee
(Ky
A-184'
Road, from 7.0 miles southeast
of E. C. L. of Murray to the
Tenrieseee State Line, a disTWELVE HEIFERS and two
tance of 7.600 miles Bitumin•
Registered Angus. Nine
ous Concrete Surface Class L
months old. Phone 436-3618.
Bid proposals for all projects
A-18-P
wilt be available until 12:00
NOON EASTERN DAYLIGHT
TREAT rugs right, they'll be a
TIME on the day preceding the
delight if cleaned with Blue
bid opening at the Division of
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Contract Procurement at a cost
$1. Western Auto, Home of
of $2 each. Bid proposals are
'The Wishing Well".
A-18-C
issued only to prequalified contractors. Remittance payable to
SADDLE HORSE. Call 753-3101.
the State Treasurer of Kentucky
A-20-P
must accompany request for
175 CC JAWA Motorcycle, MoA-17 & 24-C
del 430, 2300 miles. Telephone
A-20-P
753-5128.
NOTICE

If the weather permits Sunday afternoon. RPM
19, you kids under 16 bring your Mini Bikes and try
ft out. We are located behind the T.V. Service
Center, on No. 4th Street.
Will be well supervised by adults. For further
information call 753-7381 or 753-5108.

LAIN& TAYLOR GULF STATION

NOTICE

OITICE

POTTED ROSE BUSHES
Califorvia Grown
•
•

SHIRLEY GREENHOUSES
Murray, Ky.

911 N. 4th
11111MIM.

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??

NOT1C1

DATSUN
"Op0krt Evekninsi"

TERMITES!!

WRECKED Volkswagen.
in good Shape, except
body. Cain aod Taylor Gulf Sta.
hon. Corner of 6th and Main.
TIC

(

At 518 West Main National Hotel Building
Business Phone 756-7724 - Home Phone: Guy Spann 7532$17; Louise Baker 753-2401; Onyx Ray 75341515;
Prentice Dunn /53-5723
lie

Pet 1111111T

NOTICS

AUTOS P011 SALO

Ifito,Rwit Abe
REAL IISTATI POE SALE

FRIDAY - APRIL 17, 1870

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

-4•1

My new butchering facility at Benton, Kentucky, is open for business
and in full compliance with ,the
new federal meat act. An inspector
is with us regularly. Shroat Meat
Market is now furnished by this
plant. I am operating this plant as
.
the Ole Kentu( ky Smoke House
and am continuing to operate
Shroat Meat NlArket under the
same name. •

illathl Chaney

-

Ite I

FIRST IN MURRAY

(Consignment Auction)
To be held Friday night, April 17th, at 11:00, located
on 5th Street downtown near Peoples Bank, next
door to Shroat Meat larked.
$10400 new furniture, consisting of Bedroom Suites,
Living Room-Suites, Glass Trip Table. and Chairs.
Antiques consisting of Oak Library Table, Old Books,
Picture Frames, Pressed Glass Pieces, Germany
Marked Plates and Many Other Items.
We will receive goods to be sold April 16th and 17th.
Hours: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.. If you have good
items to sell, bring in on above dates.

More
Classified Ads
on
Page Ten
NOTICE

- ATTENTION

THE HAIRDRESSER

SOYBEAN SEED
Certified Way's*
Certified Kent
Registered Dare
Registered Hood
Solo'Herbicide
Inoculation
Pioneer Seed Corn 3369A
Stull 807 SX

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.
Old Concord Road
Phone 753-$220

201 So. 6th Street
Is still here and the old prices are still in
offect I

Phone 753-353
.0 for.Appointment s

FOR LEASE
.98 ACRE (lie-cured tobacco
bare for lease. Use of tobacco
barn. Call 7534490.
A-18-C

THE LEDGER &
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Splashdown

SEEN & HEARD ...

(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Pass II
eager to get back home, and and this man driving the Cadilthe latest plans called for them lac says to himself, "I'm not goto arrive by Air Force jet at ing to let this guy pass me", so
Houston Sunday morning after he speeds up. So does the felspending tonight on the Iwo low in the small car. Pretty
Jima.
soon they are racing down the
Lovell and liaise would have highway, side by side. A Police
ended their second moonwalk man spies them and takes off
early today and at midmorning after them but the two outrun
would have blasted off from him.
the lunar surface.
The first two days of the The Polkeman pulls into a serflight went without a hitch. But vice station and asks if the operat 10 p.m. Monday night, some ator saw two cars racing side
55,000 miles from the moon, by side past his place. "Yes I
Apollo 13 was jolted by an ex did", the man says. "They were
plosion and the three astro going at least 100 miles an hour
nautar had to draw upon every But, the oddest thing", he conbit of their skill, courage and tinues, 'there was a fellow on
.
training to survive.
a bicycle right behind them,
."A Beautiful Jeb"
honking his horn like crazy,
"They've handled it exactlo trying to pass both of them".
like we'd expect them to," said
Slayton. "I think they did a Oh well, we tried anyway.
beautiful job of it."
A highly placed space agency Norman Klapp seems to have
source said engineers think tht recovered from his recent bout
failure originated in the service with the flu and allied difficulmodule's oxygen system where ties.
something burst.
This is the year of the 17 year
Locust which will emerge from
about now through June. More
on ithis later.

COMM
coettetT$0111

One of Murray's strongest husband-wife business teams, Mr
and Mrs. Everett Jones.
Antother, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jaffrey.

Fulton Fire
Chief Heart
Attack Victim

Mrs. Eula Catbey Persons Are Fined In Quotes From The News
aaimed By Death The Murry! City Court

Fmal Rites Are Held
For Mrs. Jule Parks

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Final rites for Mrs. Jennie
SPACE CENTER, Houston — Apollo 13 Flight Director Gerald
Persons have been charged,
Parks were held today at three
Mrs. Eula Warren Cathey of
Griffin predicting the future of astronauts James A. Lovell, John
FULTON, Ky., April 16—Glenn p.m. at the chapel of the .1. ii.
Hardin Route One was claimed entered pleas of guilty, and L, Swigert and Fred W. Haise as they sped toward a Pacific Ocean
(Nemo) Williams, 45. Felton fire Churchill Funeral Home with
by death this morning at 4:25 been fined in the City Court of
a
of
died
years,
19
for
chief
Rev. Hoyt Owen and Rev. Coy She died at the age of 82 at City Judge Don Overbey dur- splashdown:
"From here on it's men and equipment performing. I think we'll
at
today
p.m.
heart attack at 7
Garrett officiating.
the Benton Municipal Hospital. ing the past week. Records show make it."
Fulton Hospital.
Serving as pallbearers were
woman
County
following
the
occurred:
Marshall
The
Mr. Williams, a native of Ful- W. M. Adams, Richard Arm. was a member of the Un- Roger L. Knight, public drunton, was a member of First strong, Carmon Parks, max ity Cumberland Presbyterian kesness, fined $20.00 costs
ABOARD PNO JIMA — Cmdr. Charles B. Smiley of Oklahoma
Baptist Church of Fulton and Parks, Cornell Wells, and Joe Church.
$10.00.
City,
commander of the Iwo's helicopter squadron and of the
treasurer of Young Men's Busi- Hargrove. Burial was in the
She is survived by two step
Walter Gayle Bumphus, im- main recovery 'copter No. 66, expressing his crew's anticipaness Club.
Murray Cemetery with the ar- daughters, Mrs. R. J. Burpoe of
Survivors include his wife, rangements by the J. H. Chur- Gilbertsville Route One and proper registration, fined $15.00 tions of picking up the three Apollo 13 astronauts when they splashcosts $10.00.
down in the Pacific:
Mrs. Helen Williams; a son, chill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Wilson Jones of Parsons,
Bobby Williams, at home, and
Mrs. Parks, age 86, died Wed- Tenn.; four step grandchildren; Terry Keith Clagett, disre- "The people are all psyched up. The adrenelin is about six
a daughter, Sally of Pilot Oak. nesday at the home of her son, four step great grandchildren. garding red light, fined $10.00 inches deep."
costs $10.00.
The body is at Hornbeak Fu- Dewey Parks, 1623 Farmer
The funeral has been schedWASHINGTON — Tricia Nixon criticizing her mother's skirt,
neral Home where arrangements Avenue. She was born Novem- uled for Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at Owen Arthur Anderson, unare incomplete.
ber 16, 1883, in North Carolina the rnited Presbyterian Church necessary noise, fined $25.00 which fell to three inches below the knee,before Mrs. Nixon attendand her parents were the late with Rev. L. E. Moore and Rev. costs $10.00.
ed a White House tea for 300 women:
Nat Hooper and Celia Gunter Eerie' Mathis officiating.
Frederick R. Brey, no Ken- "It's neither here nor there."
Hooper.
Interment will be in the Un- tucky motor fuel tax permit,
She leaves one daughter, Mrs. ion Ridge Cemetery with the fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —Ray Cash, 71-year-old father of country
of
Boggess
Paducah, one arrangements by the Linn FunLeslie
Halford B. Beane, wrong way music star Johnny Cash, looking forward to attending his son's
son, Dewey Parks of Murray, eral Home of Benton where fri- on one way street, fined $20.00 singing appearance at the White House tonight and wearing his first
and two grandchildren.
tuxedo, which he rented for the occasion:
costs $10.00.
ends. may call.
Mrs. Virginia French Whayne,
Crates Colson, public drun- "I've never had any reason to own one before this. I don't get
Whayne,
U.
Harry
Dr.
mother of
kenness, one day in City Jail. invited to many black-tie affairs. This one, I think, is the first.
formerly of Murray, died Thursand Marvin Bell of Ecorse; 12
Kerry Wayne Williams, speed- But it's a big'un."
great
three
orandchildrem;
day at 9:30 a.m. at the Clintoning, fined 815.00 costs 810.00.
two
grandchildren;
nieces;
Hickman County Hospital.
Johnson,
Charles
Mickey
She was 90 years of age and
_hree nephews.
way street, tucky motor fuel tax permit,
Funeral services will be hitild wrong way on one
her death followed an illness of
MUSEUM OPENS
fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Solon Bell of Paducah, bro- Saturday at two p. m. at the fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
seven months.
Eddy
Nowling,
no
Kentucky
Max Ray Dodd, reckless driv
Mrs. Whayne is survived by ther of Lee Bell of Alm, died Kennedy Funeral HOME, PaduBALTIMORE (UFO— The recab card in vehicle, fined $19.00
two daughters, Mrs. Graydon Wednesday at 11:42 p. m. at cah, with Rev. William Cook of- ing, fined $15.00 costs $10.00. costs EOM.
built
home where George
the
Lourdes
Hospital,
Mrs.
John
A.
on
and
Brittain,
passing
Paducah. ficiating. Burial will be in the
Florence of Louisville
Herman Ruth Jr. was born on
Mary Lee Roberts of Clinton; lie was 61 years of age and a Maplelawn Cemetery. Friends yellow line, fined $15.00 costs Wayne Booth, no Kentucky Feb.
6, 1895 will be open to the
two sons, Dr. Tom F. Whayne, retired einPloYe of the Igert may call at the funeral home. $10.00.
b card in vehicle, fined $19.00 public Friday.
Peter C. Gaul, wrong way on oats $10.00.
associate dean of the University Towing Company.
The house at 216 Emory
one way street, fined $2000
of Kentucky college of medi- Tbe deceased is survived by
"
Street has been rebuilt from
costs $10.00.
cine, Lexington, and Dr. Harry his wife, Mrs. Doris Evelyene Buss man
Charles Austin, no leaae'-ao the
ground up and the three
Producer Evan Lloyd will
Anthony Joseph Kozlowski,
U. Whayne of Washington, D. Bell; four daughters, Mrs. Fran
nt, fined $15.00 costs
adjoining row houses have been
all
films,
five
make
starring
Steyr
Holmes,
Krs
em
Murray.
Gloria Jean
public drunkenness, one day in
C., formerly of
converted intro a museum
Funeral services will be held Watson; Mrs.'Doris Dunn, and Roy d. in screen adaptations City Jail.
featuring photographs and meSunday at two p.m. at the Hoplo Mrs. Mary Evelyerie Dudley, all from Louis L'Amour novels — " Raymond Smith, no cab card
Cradis Colson, public drun- morabilia
of Babe Ruth's
ins and Brown Funeral Home, of Paducah; one sister, Mn, "Catlow," "Ratiigan," "Flint," In vehicle, fined $19.00 costs
kenness, five days in City Jail legendary career.
Clinton. Burial will be in the Is Manning of Ecorse, Mic.h.; "Down the _Long Hills," and $10.00.
Oak Wood Cemetery near Clin- two brothers, Lee Bell of Alma "Hanging Woman Creek."
Boyce R. Thomas, no Kenton. Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mother Of Or. Whayne
&mks At Clinton

Brother Of Lee Del
Wands Weduesday

The new school warning lights
on Main at Eighth and Ninth
are good_ However, there is nospeed limit to which speed
should be reduced. There should
be a sign on the warning lithe
saying "15 miles per hour" or
some such speed. A big draw.
back however, is that a motorist does not have to come to a
halt at the two. intersections ti
let the kids cross. Perhaps
school monitors are needed tc
be stationed at the two interDIAGRAM shows how the
sections, properly identified,
Services for Mrs. Maude Coop
Apollo 13's course had to be
who have authority to stop traf(-hanged to not moss E:orth
fic so children can cross safely er will be held Saturday at two
or maybe policewomen, pro- p.m. at the chapel of the J. H
perly uniformed to work only Churchill Funeral Home with
"We were damned concern
during
certain hours. This is Rev. Dossie Wheatley officiat
Monday night," said Slayton.
a problem that should be at"No question about it."
Burial will be in the Salem
The astronauts' final 34 hours tended to at once before some Cemetery with the arrange
an
by
automostruck
is
child
in space were devoted to pre.
ments by the J. H. Churchill
paring for the last seven hou bile.
Funeral Home where friends
of flight today. Controllers
may call.
Policesee
we
In
cities
lamer
spent more than two hours raThe deceased passed away
dioing them detailed, step by women at school intersections Thursday at the Murray-Callostep procedures that had been who do a great job. They com- way County Hospital. She 1111111
tried out on the ground by ast- mand attention and respect.
al years of age.
ronauts "flying" spacecraft simSurvivors are one daughter
This Is not just a school proulators.
Mrs. R. C. Sheridan; six sons,
Like Reading "War And Poem' blem, it is a city problem.
J. T., Clarence, 011ie, Herman,
"It was kind of like reading
Fred, and Rex Cooper; 15 grand'War and Peace' or something
children; 11 great grandchil
over the air," said Griffin.
dren.
"This checklist business is a
first. It's an awful lot of reading."
The funeral for Mrs. Euple
Lovell was anxious to get the Outland Dunn of Murray Route
procedures written down early Three will be held Saturday at
so he, Swigert and Heise could 10:30 a.m. at the chapel of the (Continued From Page 1)
get some sleep before re-entry. Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
J. Oscar Clem is Regional
"We've got to realize that with Bro. Lloyd Wilson and
we've got to establish a work. Bro. Robert UsreY officiating. Director of the Mid-South Regof
rest cycle up here so we can't
Pallbearers will be Beale Out ion for the Loyal Order
just wait around here to read land, Ben Purdorn, Sherrill Out- Moose, which consists of the
the procedures all the time up land, Ray .Dunn, Hassel Kuy- states of Kentucky, Tennessee,
to the burn," he said. "We've kendall, and Bobby E. Dunn. Arkansas and Mississippi.
Clem became affiliated with
got to get them up here, look at
Burial will be in the Elm
them and then we've got to get Grove Cemetery with the ar- the Moose in 1929 when he
hod. Lodge
the people to sleep."
rangements by the Jilalock- joined Fort Wayne,
At one point, Lovell apprecia- Coleman Funeral Home. where No. 200, and he is now • past,
governor and life member of
tively said of the lunar module: friends may call.
"Yoe know. I think Aquarius
Mrs. Dunn, widow of Leonard the lodge:
Moose
is coming of age here."
Dunn who died September 20. His progress in the
1969, succumbed Wednesday at was rapid and in 1941 he was
positStrictly legal
7:25 p.m. at the Murray-Callo- appointed to his present
ion. Clem is a life member of
j stN
PI> -- The way County liospitol. She was Lincoln Legion No. 56 and the
hobe district Cott rt has piled 74 years of „age and a memFellowship Degree. The Pilgrim
that a man mat not divorce ber of the Memorial Baptist
Degree of Merit, the Order's
Church.
his. wife just' because her blood
was conferred
leaves
one
She
daughter, highest degree,
it ee is not te his liking. The
for his ser1943
in
hin)
upon
Mrs.
Ora
Lee Parker of Murray
•ourt handed down the verdict
vice to the Moose Fraternity.
igainst a man with ‘13 kv.pe Route Three, one son, William
The program of events for
Mood who claimed that his Everett Dunn of Murray Route the Conference is as follows:
Three, three granctoono, Roy
pg. blood would make
April 24, 4-0 p.m., Registratt , hffj nit for' them to havi Gene, Danny Mae, and Nicky ion, Moose Home; April 24, 7
and one great grandunn,
tormal hildren.
p.m., Enrollment, Moose Home;
aughter, Carole Jean Dunn.
pril 25, 8410 p.m., Registration, Moose Home; April 23, 10
am., Business Session, Holiday
Inn; April 25, 1 p.m., Business
MR. FARMER:
Session, Holiday Inn; April 25,
PLANTING CAMLITY SEED
6:30 p.m., Banquet, Holiday Inn;
DOESN'T COST — IT PAYSI
April 25, 8 p.m., President's
Ball, Moose Home; April WI, 10
a.m., General Business Session
Holiday Inn.

Sentos in Saturday
For Mrs. Maude Cooper

korai Is Saturday
For Mrs. Euple ONE

Aunual . . . .
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Get YOU Car In
Time forSummer
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SELXOUlt LOCAL STULL DEALER
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Mu•rroy, Ky.
12th & Chestnut
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FRONT

97c

OR
RE AR

Smart Styling In Vinyl Or Rubber Gives
The Eagle Rug A Regal Appearance

Prices in this
Ad Good
Saturday
• &
Sunday

PENNZOIL
QUAKER STATE
GULF
SHELL

QT.

APR IL 1£3 & 19

ONLY

—Your Choice—

It's time to take off snow tires,
Replace them with new Giant Tires Belted for unexcelled performance
GUAPANTEEC 36 MONTHS
G 78-1 5 or G78-14
Two Dynacor rayon cord belts banish
BELTED
NEW FIBERGLASS
the thump forever Two Dynabolt rayon

DYNAMASTER 78

POLYMASTER 78

Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI}— Stocks
opened lower in fnbderate
turnover today.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI
marketwtde indicator
showed a loss of 0.25 per cost
on 467 issues on the tape, Of
these, 219 retreated and 115
advanced.
Walt Disney opened 'a lower
at 133'a, while Upjohn eased'a
to 5112, and Walter Kid& 3i to
.35° i. American Telephone
sipped 3/1 ,to 49','s on a block of
19,000 shares,
In the oil' group, Gulf picked
up '8 to 268,• Penazoll- 'o
261
Getty felt Ili- to -rea;
Continental 'a to 247a.

1 11111 1 11101111

-LIMIT 6 PLEASE-

.

,,,rt allot() Treie
gelled Glass lort.
holds
atid quality Resists skids
minima.
cOrnerS TWO fiberglass belts
the tread steady to, high
1118IM andhold
plies icy&
service Two polyester cord
78
rots and vibration.. Losv wide
F78 14...28 88
F78 15 .28.88

GlifirofiNTEED 40 MONTHS

q78-1,8,..29.88

G78 11
(825k

r

Plus S7 67
Excuse Tax

1478 10 31.88
J78 15 . 37.88
H78 /5...31.88
J78 /5.. 37.88
L78 15 _33.88
'Plus 7.55 to
3.22 Excise Tax

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Murray. Ky.

88

cord belts fight the tread squirm to
give you thousands of driving Miles in
the modern 78 ifflieS COOCOW
F78-15..25.88
F70-14...25.$11
1478-15...29.98
1478-14...28.88
Plus 2.55 to 3.0 Excuse Tax

ps

-,t y tme

HYBRIDS

FRIDAY — APRIL 17, 1970

tit KRAY, KENTUCKY

TIMES

71
Plus
Excise
Tax

Super
Roadmaster
A whitewall Nylon tire which us
guaranteed to give you long weal

288

775x14
ts. 825x14 22 88
775x1
11 88
82
22 88
Plus S2 19 to
36 Eicrse

PIUS

S.? 17 Elcice Tax

The P •
Source o
In Mu
Calloway
United Press

Seen&
Arou
Murra
The Courier-Journal
article recently a..
year Locust and t.
this is the year for
This means they we
in the spring of 1',
They appear now the world but in
half of the United '
These critters span'
under the ground,
given sivaal, the n
row upward to abo
from the top of the
wait. As if someo. button, they emerge
by the thousands
heading for a tree,
or even a blade of
They have to get a
because the skin is
split down the •
Magicicada Septa. •
itself from the dry
bout an hour his skin
ened and he is mat,
The irony of it all
little creature will 11
weeks after being un
for the past seven
waiting to do its • •
There are three"
each has a different
song. This congrega and they gather by
ands in one area to
their song feat.
Each of the three
dominant during one
Continued on Page

Girls Injur

Fort Ogleth
Miss Melissa Trevat
was one of four young
jured in an accident n
Oglethorpe, Ga., was
return to Murray on '
car.
She was released
Tr -County Memorial
Fort Oglethorpe. Fern'
bens said she suffered
ternal injuries, bruises
brasions. She is now
ing at her home. She '
lor at Murray State U
and the daughter of
Mrs. Ben Trevathan,
Miss Cindi Alexander
ter of Mr. and Mrs. •
ander, who suffered tw.
bones in her left leg an
ken back, will be t
from the Tri-County H.
the Murray-Calloway
Hospital on Sunday. Sh able to return to Mu
station wagon with her
Miss Alexande?, a fres
Murray State Universit

Sermons On H
To Be Presen
By Hollis Mille
Hollis Miller, ministe
University Church of
_ will present a series .
sermons on the theme •
Home" at the 10:30 a
vices on Sunday.
"The Home In Antic'
will be the subject of
mon for Sunday, April
Other subjects will be
The Home" on
"Children In the Home"
10, and "Problems In the
on May 17.
Dr. Douglas Dean of •
dine College, Los Angele
fornia, will be presented
ies of lectures on "Evo
at the University Chdac
ing the weekend of ••
April 26, and he will be
ing at the Sunday morn',
ship hour.

Ti,

TWO CITED

Bankamericard
Welcome Here

Two persons were 6'
the Murray Police Depa
eeelterday and last Mete
were for driving on a'
license and for public
enness

